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Abstract

Brushless Permanent Magnet (BLPM) motors have many benefits, such as high

efficiency and high power density, which make them a popular choice in advance

motor drive systems. However, the values of the three-phase currents of the motor are

required to control the torque of the motor, which has to be measured using multiple

current sensors. The current sensors are expensive and reduce the reliability of the

system. In addition to this, current sensors may degrade the signal and introduce

erïors, which may results in torque ripple in a practical motor drive.

Several researchers have proposed various methods to reduce the number of current

sensors. One of those methods suggested using a single current sensor to measure the

DC link current and using the switching signals to reconstruct the three-phase currents

of the motor. Although this was possible, it should be emphasised that in some

instances of the switching state, the motor current does not flow through the DC link,

but it circulates inside the inverter circuit. In several articles, the method to find the

three-phase currents using a similar method was explained. However, none of these

studies considered the circulating inverter current in the reconstruction of the phase

currents.

This thesis provides a comprehensive motor simulation program that can be used to

study a number of operating modes of the motor drive, and can introduce artificial

faults and noises that may appear in the real drive. The thesis also provides a detailed

analysis of the DC link current and inverter switching states. The current

reconstruction algorithm and a compensation routine are given in the thesis. The

practical data from the real motor drive are obtained, the simulation studies are

verified, and the limitations of the method are highlighted. It is demonstrated iha| a

single current sensor on the DC link and the switching signals can be used to

reconstruct the three-phase currents of the BLPM motor. However, a real-time

implementation of such a method requires a noise-free measurement and further

improvements on the current compensation technique, which can be investigated in

the future.
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Abbreviation

Abbreviations

Variable Name Units

e.

Aerror

Electrical position

DC link current error: real DC link current - simulated

DC link current

Hysteresis bandwidth for current

Electrical velocity of the motor

Angular speed of the rotor

Sampling interval

Alternating current

Damping coefficient

Brushless DC

Brushless Permanent Magnet

Current Source Inverter

Direct current

Instantaneous back emf voltages of phase 1,2 and 3

respectively

Instantaneous phase currents ofphasel, 2 and3

respectively

The phase currents of the simulator after compensating

DC link cuffent, average or instantaneous values

respectively

The current of a phase of which the absolute amplitude of

the current is equal to the absolute amplitude of the DC

link cunent

The phase currents of the simulator

The phase currents of the real motor

Moment of inertia

Maximum back emf constant

Inductance of the motor winding

rad

A

Ah

o)e

cùr

At

AC

B

BLDC

BLPM

CSI

DC

e1,2,3

A

radls

radls

sec

Nm.s

A

A
a

Kg'm

V'sec/rad

H

It,z,l

Icompensate I ,2,3

I¿s or i¿ç

Id.phur.

Imodel1,2,3

Imotorl,2,3

J

lç

L

V

A

A

A

A
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Abbreviation Variable Name Units

n

PID

PV/M

R

rpm

Te

Tr

Yt,z,l

Va,b,c

V¿.

Vg

VSI

The number of step of the integration

Proportional Integral Differential

Pulse Width Modulation

Resistance of the motor winding

Revolutions per minute

Electromagnetic torque

Load torque

Instantaneous phase voltage

Instantaneous terminal voltage

Voltage between the positive and the negative DC rail

Voltage at the star point in the motor circuit

Voltage Source Inverter

e,

N.m

Nm

V

V

V

V

v111
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Chapter I

Introduction

1.1 Overview and Problem

Brushless Permanent Magnet (BLPM) motors are widely used in applications where a

high performance motor drive is needed. Such motors have higher power density and

higher efficiency than their counterparts. Moreover, BLPM motors have higher

reliability, lower maintenance and longer life.

However, such motors are used only in small and medium ranges, and the high cost of

the motor drives is the major disadvantage of these motors. Although the costs of

permanent magnets and the power electronic devices are decreasing, average cost of

the BLPM motor drive still remains high due to the cost of accurate position sensors

and the current sensors, which are required in the drive.

A commonly used BLPM motor drive contains a three-phase motor and a

conventional inverter with a suitable control circuit. The inverter provides the current

commutation based on the real motor currents that generate the torque of the motor.

Therefore, to control such motor drive, it is necessary to know the values of the three-

phase currents, In a three-phase brushless PM motor drive, usually three current

sensors are needed to measure the three-phase winding currents. Normally, three

Hall-Effect current sensors are used, but the prices of such sensors are high. Instead

of using Hall-Effect current sensors, low-value resistors can also be used to measure

the phase currents. However, there are some disadvantages of this method such as no

electrical isolation and additional power losses in the resistors.

The number of Hall-Effect current sensors can be reduced to two sensors in the star

connected winding because the summation of the three-phase currents is equal to

zero. However, the reduction of the number of sensors cannot be achieved fuither

unless some other methods are implemented. One of the alternative methods is to use

the DC link current measurement only. Such a method requires only one current

sensorrand may eliminate the problem of the torque ripple that is primarily due to the



Chapter 1 Introduction

DC offset in 2 Hall-Effect current sensor method. However, the major disadvantage

of such a method is that, in some instances of the inverter states, there is no

information on the DC link current. In these instances, the currents of the motor

circulate in the inverter circuit, and hence the DC link current cannot be observed.

A number of researchers have been identified who investigated the characteristic of

the DC link current and studied the reconstruction of the three-phase currents of the

AC motor. However, no researcher has analysed every possible state of the switching

state in the inverter and has suggested no solution in the case of a circulating inverter

current. In addition, these earlier studies have reported the switching states only in

the case of PWM control strategy, which is not sufficient to cover all possible states.

Moreover, the earlier studies used the "Space Vector" to analyse the switching state of

the PWM strategy. However, the method was found to be ineffrcient to convert 3D

array to 2D anay and then back to 3D arcay again.

The main objective of this thesis is to reconstruct the winding currents accurately by

using the information of DC link current and the switching signals. This thesis

highlights the above problem by analysing every possible current conduction state in a

practical inverter and motor.

1.2 Outline of the Thesis

Chapter 2 describes the advantages and disadvantages of the BLPM motor and

presents a comparative study. The characteristics of the BLPM motor are

investigated, and mathematical model of the motor is given. The chapter also

provides the operation principles of the motor drive, and highlights the principal

control methods.

Chapter 3 reports the current measurement techniques and related devices and then

discusses the requirement of current sensors and their locations in detail. The

minimum number of sensors used in the practical system is summarised. The chapter

also analyses the DC link current in a conventional inverter and extends the

discussion further to include the Voltage Space Vector, which is used to investigated

2



Chapter 1 Introduction

the switching state of the inverter. The chapter concludes with the discussions about

the relationships between the three-phase currents and the DC link current.

Chapter 4 explains the simulation program of the BLPM motor drive. The complete

simulation system is described, and details of the subprograms are explained. A

number of simulation results, which contains phase current waveforms, back emf

voltage waveforms, torque, and speed of the BLPM motor, are provided in the chapter

to demonstrate the flexibility of the motor simulator. The characteristic features of

the current in the inverter are also analysed, and the phase current reconstruction

method and current compensation modules are explained and supported by simulation

studies.

Chapter 5 describes the experimental setup that is used to validate the simulation

results presented in Chapter 4. Due to the hardware limitations only a limited number

of test results are given in this section. The switching signals that are used in the

current reconstruction algorithm are determined from the measured current and

voltage waveforms of the motor drive. As demonstrated in this chapter, the results of

the current reconstruction from the practical system diverts significantly from those of

the pure computer simulation due to the presence of the electrical noises.

Appendix provides the details of all possible switching states of the inverter that is

obtained by analysing the switching patterns and the directions of the currents. The

details of the LabVIEV/-based simulation block diagrams are also given in this

section.

3



Chapter II
Brushless Permanent Magnet Drive System

2.1 Introduction

Brushless permanent Magnet (BLPM) motors are widely used in applications where

higher efhciency and higher power density are prime concerns. Since the rotor has no

winding, the volume is reduced, which makes the BLPM motor smaller in size and

also lighter in weight [1]. In addition, due to the absence of brushes, no maintenance

is required and the speed limit is increased. However, an inverter circuit is needed to

perform the functions of the commutator that is available in conventional brush DC

machines. The inverter is controlled by digital signals, which establish the current

commutations in the windings.

BLPM motors can be classified into two types: Brushless DC motor (BLDC motor)

and BLPM synchronous motors [2]. Both types have permanent magnets on the rotor

and have no brushes. However, the shapes of the back emf voltages of these motors

are different. The back emf voltage of the BLDC motor is trapezoidal, whereas the

back emf voltage of the BLPM synchronous motor is sinusoidal because the windings

and the rotor construction of the both motors are different. However, they have

similar control strategies. One of the desired outputs in the control of such motors is a

smooth torque. Therefore, accurate torque control is needed to obtain a ripple free

torque. As will be explained in this chapter, the electromagnetic torque of the BLPM

motor is directly related to the shape of the currents and the back emfs. Hence, the

line currents should be controlled in order to achieve a ripple free torque.

In the following sections of this chapter, distinguishing features of the BLPM motors

are described, and some comparisons are made. The electrical equivalent circuit of

the motor is also provided. Next, the characteristics of the motor are described via the

voltage equations, the back emf equations and the torque equation. Finally. the

invefter topology is explained together with the operating states, and current control

modes.



Chapter 2 Brushless Permanent Magnet Drive System

2.2 Comparison of Brushless Permanent Magnet Motors and Other

Types of Motors

As mentioned earlier, BLPM motors have no brushes and commutators. Therefore,

they are usually maintenance-free motors. In addition, acoustic noise and sparking,

which frequently occur in conventional brush DC motors, do not occur in BLPM

motors. In maintenance free, high efhciency, and high perfofinance motor drive

applications, BLPM motors are the ideal choice'

In brush DC motors, a field winding is required to generate the magnetic flux.

Therefore, some room in the motor housing should be reserved for the

accommodation of the field windings. In permanent magnet motors, however, the

magnet, which generates the magnetic field, requires much less room than the held

winding.

BLpM motors are usually built in a low and medium power range [3]. The principal

reason for this is that the high power and high volume permanent magnets are very

expensive. Moreover, one of the largest disadvantages of PM motor is the absence of

the field control. Therefore the only way to achieve a control in these motors is to

control the voltage and current of the windings. The following table summarises the

advantages and disadvantages of BLPM motors, which can be used in the selection of

such motors in industrial applications'

Table 2.1 Advantages and Disadvantages of BLPM motors

1. Small and medium Power range

2. Limitation in high temperature operations

3. High cost

4. Absence of the field control

1. Lightweight

2. Higher efficiency

3. No maintenance

4. Operation under various environmental

conditions

5. Smooth torque with correct control

6. Smaller size

Disadvantages of BLPM motorAdvantages of BLPM motor

5



Chapter 2 Brushless Permanent Magnet Drive System

Although the BLPM motor itself has many benefits as shown above, it is important to

look at its counterparts. The following sections, from (a) to (e), summarise the basic

features of the motors; including traditional brush DC motor, PM brush DC motor,

induction motor, conventional synchronous motor, brushless PM DC motor, brushless

PM synchronous motor and switched reluctance motor [3].

a) Traditional brush DC motor

The structure of the traditional DC motor is simple. It is easy to control, especially if

the motor is driven from an adjustable voltage source. Moreover, its torque is

smooth. However, the presence of brushes and commutators has some limitations,

such as the speed limitation, the acoustic noise, potential sparking, the need of regular

maintenance, and the additional space for brushes, commutators and cooling system.

b) PM brush DC motor

This motor has the benefits of permanent magnets, which eliminate the field winding

on the stator but keep the brushes and the commutators. This arrangement reduces the

size of the motor. Such a motor is low in cost and high in reliability. They are

usually used in fixed-speed applications and built in small and very small power

ratings.

c) Squirrel cage induction motor

The AC current in the stator windings induces the current in the rotor of the squirrel

cage induction motor. It is the most popular brushless motor type used in the majority

of industrial applications because of the endurance and various sizes. Moreover, the

large power-rating machines are available. Two of the largest disadvantages of these

motors are lagging power factor and low efficiency due to the slip.

d) Synchronous motor

The structure of the synchronous motor is similar to that of the induction motor, but

there is a current feeding the field rotor through slip rings. Due to the field winding,

in medium and large power range, the cooling system required the increment of the

total cost. However, these motors can operate at unity power factor. The motors are

usually operated at constant speed.

6



Chapter 2 Brushless Permanent Magnet Drive System

e) Switched reluctance motor

The stator and the rotor of a switched reluctance motor have salient poles, but only the

salient poles of the stator have windings. The number of salient poles for stator and

rotor is not equal. The number of the poles at the stator is more than the number of

the poles at the rotor. The structure of the switched reluctance motor is simple,

Therefore the manufacturing process is much easier and the overall cost is lower than

other machines. Since there is no magnet in the motor, it can operate in a high

temperature environment. In addition, there is no speed limit in these machines.

However, the torque ripple and acoustic noise are the major problems in the switched

reluctance motor.

Table 2.2 Summary of the motor features

1. No over loading

2, Constant speed

3. Acoustic noise

1. Unity and leading power

factor

2. High efficiency

Synchronous motor

1. Lagging power factor

2. Low efficiency

1. Robust structure

2. Cheaper and easier to

manufacture

3. Large power rating

machines possible

Induction motor

l. Speed limitation

2. Acoustic noise

3. Limitation in power

rating

1. Smooth torque

2. Smaller size

3. Low cost

Brush PM DC motor

1. Require regular

maintenance

2. High cost

3. Speed and current

limitation

4. Acoustic noise

1. Flexible control (by

controlling both armature

and field circuit)

2. Smooth and predictable

torque and speed

Traditional brush DC motor

DisadvantagesAdvantagesThe motor type

7



Chapter 2 Brushless Permanent Magnet Drive System

Table 2.2 Summary of the motor features (continued)

2.3 Mathematical Model of the Motor and Drive System

As discussed above, brushless PM motors are preferred in many applications.

Therefore, operation and performance of these types of motors are the primary

concern in this thesis. In the following paragraphs, the mathematical model of the

motors will be given and the drive system used in these motors will be explained.

8

1. Torque ripple

2. Higher acoustic noise

3. Low efhciency

4. Complex and expensive

control circuit

1. Simple structure and low

cost

2. Operation in high

temperature environment

3. Maintenance free

4. Operation at high speed

Switched Reluctance motor

1. High cost

2. Small and medium

power range

3. Limited maximum speed

4. Temperature limitation

5. Requirement for

complex and expensive

control circuit

6. Expensive position

sensor

1. High efficiency and high

torque per ampere

2. Higher power density

3. Easier control

4. Maintenance free

5. Usage in high

performance positioning

system

Brushless Synchronous

motor

1. High cost

2. Small and medium power

range

3. Limited maximum speed

4. Temperature limitation

1. High effrciency and high

torque per ampere

2. Higher power density

3. Easier control

4. Requires cheaper position

sensor

5. Maintenance free

Brushless DC motor

DisadvantagesAdvantagesThe motor type



Chapter 2 Brushless Permanent Magnet Drive System

Generally, the composition of the BLPM motor is similar to the traditional

synchronous motors, except the field winding. In a synchronous motor, there are two

sides of the equivalent circuit: field winding and armature winding. Since the rotor of

the BLPM motor has permanent magnets only, there is only one electrical equivalent

circuit. Fig.2.1 shows the equivalent circuit of the three-phase BLPM motor [4]. In

the figure, va, vb and v. are the terminal voltages of phasel, phase2 and phase3 of the

motor respectively. L is the equivalent inductance of each phase winding. R is the

equivalent resistance of each phase winding. ir, iz and i¡ are the line currents of the

motor and e1, ez and e3 âr€ the back emf voltages of phasel, phase2 and phase3 of the

motor respectively.

l3

vc va

9l

I

RR
L93

L

ê2

L

R

l6

i2

Figure 2.1 Equivalent circuit model of the BLPM motor circuit

The voltage equations of three-phase BLPM motor can be given as

vt:L 4 *Ri1 +e¡
dt

vz: L4 *R i2 * e2
dt

v3:L 4 *Ri3*e3
dt

(2.r)

9
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Chapter 2 Brushless Permanent Magnet Drive System

Here, Vl, v2 and v¡ are the phase voltages of phasel, phase2 and phase3 of the motor

respectively. As mentioned previously, there are two types of BLPM motots: the

BLDC motor, which has trapezoidal back emf waveform, and the PM synchronous

motor, which has sinusoidal back emf waveform.

In general, the three-phase back emf voltage equations of the BLPM motor are given

by

ol : ú)r k. e1(0r)

e2: cùr k. e2(0.) (2.2)

€3 : cùr k" e3(0.)

V/here êr, e2, and e3 are the back emf voltages of phasel, 2 and 3 respectively; o, is

the angular velocity of the motor; k. is the back emf voltage constant; 0. is the

electrical position of the rotor; el(O"), ez(0J and e3(0.) are the per-unit back emf

voltages of phasel, 2 and 3 respectively.Fig.2.2 shows typical back emf waveforms

of the BLDC motor and the PM synchronous motor [4].
120"

e l€

2tr

rl6 e"

^
b

Figure 2.2 Back emf voltage waveforms per phase

a) Sinusoidal waveform of the PM synchronous motor

b) Trapezoidal waveform of the BLDC motor

In the case of sinusoidal back emf waveforms, the equations in per-unit form can be

given as,

e

0,

10



er(0.) : sinO.

ez(0.) : sin{e"-2{) Q.3)

e¡(0.):sin1e.-f¡
3

where

0.= clrt Q'4)

Here, {Ð. is the electrical velocity of the motor. However, in the case of ttapezoidal

back emf waveforms, the modelling can be possibly shown in discrete form' For a

single phase it is,

er(OJ: -1-tg" ,0(0. =+TT|O o

e1(0.):1 ,L=g"=466

er(o.) = *"(0"-ò,s( =r" =+

Chapter 2 Brushless Permanent Magnet Drive System

(2.s)

7r lln
er(Q") = - 1 ."u <0. <: ':-'\-'l ' 6 6

er(O") = +"(0. - 12) ,
lt lo

7ln .0"<2n
6

The per-unit of the back emf voltages for the other two phases can be achieved by

shifting O"by 2nl3 and 4nl3

The interaction between the magnetic flux and the phase current produces

electromagnetic torque. Therefore, the electromagnetic torque can be derived as,

T" = I x (er .ir -t ez'iz+ e: 'i:) (2'6)
CÙr

where, è1,i1,a2, i2, e3, àf,tdi3 are all position dependent parameters. From the equation

of motion, the dynamic equation can also be given by

T"=J#.8'r*+Tr (2'7)

Here, J is the moment of inertia, B is the damping coefficient, T¡ is the load torque or

mechanical torque. This equation can be used to find the angular speed of the motor'

11



Chapter 2 Brushless Permanent Magnet Drive System

Table 2.3 shows the summary of the relationships of the back emf voltage, the phase

curïent and the total electromagnetic torque of the BLPM motor [4]' As shown in

Table 2.3, if the back emf voltage has a sine wave shape, there are two possible

current waveforms that can be applied to the corresponding motor phases' If the

current is sine wave, the torque is smooth; if the current is not sine wave, the torque

has ripples. Furthermore, if the back emf voltage is trapezoidal in shape and the input

current is a rectangular wave, the torque has no ripple either.

Table 2.3 Possible waveforms of the back emf voltage, the phase current, and the

electromagnetic torque. Note that only one-phase voltage and current waveforms are

shown,

As can be seen from the above discussion, the developed torque of the motor depends

upon the amplitudes of the phase currents and the back emfs' Since the back emf of

the motor is proportional to the speed, the control of the torque depends upon the

phase current that can be externally controlled'

e"

T

e.

T

e.

Ideal Torque form

e.e"e.

Ideal current form

e

e.

e

e.

e

e.

Back emf form

BLDC motorBLPM synchronous

motor

BLPM synchronous

motor

Descriptions Rectangular ExcitationSinusoidal

Excitation

t2



Chapter 2 Brushless Permanent Magnet Drive System

2.4lnverter and Current Commutation States

The inverter, used in the BLPM motor drives, is a three-phase bridge inverter which is

shown in Fig.2.3. The bridge inverter consists of 6 power switches, T1 to T6, and 6

diodes, Dl to D6. One power switch and one diode are matched together and there

are2pairs of the power switch and diode in each phase of the inverter. v/hile the

upper pair is connected to the positive voltage, the lower pair is connected to the

negative voltage. The three-phase voltage outputs are the terminals va, vb, and v"'

which can be connected to a three-phase load (star or delta connected)' It should be

remembered that the switches on the same leg must not be turned on to prevent a

supply short circuit. When the inverter operates, there are 2 types of the conducting

state happening in the inverter: Commutation Interval and Conduction Interval'

T1

yd

!6

+

c

T4

Figure 2.3 Common three-phase inverter circuit topology

2.4.1 Commutation Interval

Even when two phases are conducting current via two of the power switches as in the

rectangular current control mode, three-phase current conduction occuls during the

current commutation period. When one of the transistors is turned off, the current

commutation occurs via the diode that is connected parallel to the other transistor on

the same leg.

Fig.2.4 illustrates the three-phase inverter and motor circuit that ate used in the

computer simulation. The terminal voltages, va, vb, and v., in the circuit can be given

as a reference to the mid-point of the DC supply'

6T2T6

1T3 , ,t(

13
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,r":Yo"=L9+Rir+êr*Vs2dt

,ro : Vo" 
=1,þ+ Riz t 02 * Vs

2dt
V¡" - di3y¡ : --lìi -L:-' + Ri¡ + 03 * vs
2dt

LR

(2.8)

(2.e)

V¿" T1 +
D5

ys

V¿" vc

2 D2

Figure 2.4 Three-phase inverter connected to the motor windings.

Where the star point voltage of the motor, and + is half of the value of the DC link'2

voltage. During the commutation interval, if all three phases are conducting current

and if the relations of i1+i2+i3 :0 and e1*e2*s3 :0 are assumed the star point voltage

can be given bY

2

T

V¿" I -.Vl=--Vs=-Vdc23
V¿" 1--

V2 - - Vs = - Vdc23
(2.10)

V¿. 2-
V,-'"--Vs=-lV¿"23

It should be noted here that this is always true in the case of a sinusoidal current

V¿"

6

Hence, the voltages across the motor winding as a function of the DC link voltage

become

L R+

D6D4
T2T6

D1
T5T3

excited machine

t4
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2.4.2 Conduction Interval

However, in the rectangular (120" conduction) cunent excited motols, during the

conduction interval, there are two phases connected to DC rail [4]' As shown in

ßig.2. ,when T5 and T6 areturned on, and there is no current in phasel, the terminal

voltage at phasel is equal to 0 but the phase voltage of phasel is not equal to 0

because there is the back emf voltage of that phase. So the phase voltage of phasel is

equal to e1. Hence, the terminal voltages become

va = 0 = l-4 + Rir + er -,- vs
dt

vb = 
vd" 

= LQ + Riz + e2 r vs QJt)
2dt

va" 141*Ri:*e¡*v,,"-t= 
dt

And since i2:\, the equations can be rearranged, and the star point voltage is

obtained, Q'12)

.r"=-(tt*t')
2

Hence, the winding voltages are given as

(2.r3)

2.5 Current Control Mode

There are two methods to control the current of the motor: hysteresis control and

pulse width modulation (PWM) control.

2.5.1 Hysteresis Control

As can be seen from the voltage equations of Brushless PM motor, the motor current

cannot be constant because of the inductance and the back emf voltage of the

windings. The principal idea of the current control is to make the current as close as

possible to the reference current, in order to obtain a smooth torque' The principle of

the hysteresis current control is to keep the actual current varying in a specified region

15
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by turning on and off the electronic switches of the inverter. The hysteresis current

control varies the current as shown in Fig.2.5. Here Ah is the specified region in

which the actual current fluctuates.

The reference current in Fig.2.5 is assumed to be the positive half cycle current of

phase one, which uses the switches T1 and T4 to control the current. As seen in the

figure, when Tl is turned on the reference current rises from zero. Since the actual

current reaches the upper limit of the reference current, then the actual current

declines through the diode D4 until it reaches the lower limit. This process is

repeated until the end of the first half cycle of the reference current. As can be seen in

Fig.2.5, if Ah is narrower, the actual current will reach the boundaries quickly. So

turning on and off frequency of the semiconductor switch is higher, which means the

accuracy of the actual current is better. However, if the switching frequency is high,

the switching losses become significantly high. In addition, the switching frequency

cannot be increased above the value for which the device is designed to operate.

Tloff and D4 on/t I
current

on
'""1

Ah

t

Figure 2,5 Hysteresis current conl"rol

2.5.2 PWM Current Control

In this method, the current error is used to adjust the actual current. The current error

is the difference between the reference current and the actual current, Fig.2.6 shows

the current error and sawtooth waveform for phasel of the motor. The basic control

t6



Chapter 2 Brushless Permanent Magnet Drive System

principle is that the current enor is compafed with the sawtooth signal and PWM

signals are generated. The cuffent controller should make sure that the actual current

follows the desired reference. The greatest advantage of this technique is that the

sv/itching fiequency is limited by the frequency of the sawtooth waveform' and hence

the switching losses can be limited'

Current error

Figure 2.6 PWM waveform generation method

2.6 Conclusion

This chapter has introduced the fundamentals of the BLPM motor drive' Firstly,

some basic features of BLPM motors were given and compared with the other motor

types. Secondly, the equations of the BLPM motor .were derived and given in a

general form, which can be used in sinusoidal back emf andtrapezoidal back emf PM

motor.

The chapter has also shown how the motor works and why the shapes of the phase

currents are important in the control' The inverter circuit, used to control BLPM

motor, was explained. Finally, the concepts of the current control strategies were

explained briefly. The next chapter will explain the current measurement techniques

and the relationships between the switching signals and the current waveforms in a

close loop motor control.

Tl off
T4 on

Tl on
T4 off
D4 on

Tl off
T4 on

T1 on
T4 off
D4 on

t

t7



Chapter III
Current Measurement Techniques and Switching

States in Three-phase Inverters

3.1 Introduction

As explained in Chapter.2, in order to control the torque of BLPM motors, the phase

current must be controlled, Since the instantaneous torque is proportional to the

instantaneous three-phase currents, to obtain a ripple free operation, an accurate

knowledge of the currents is necessary. The most common method of measurement of

current is to use low-value resistors or Hall-Effect current sensors. Since the BLPM

motor usually has three phases, three current sensors are used. However, the Hall-

Effect current sensors are expensive; using three of them might add a huge price to

the motor drive. Although the low-value resistor is cheaper, the power loss in the

resistors can be high and an additional electrical isolation circuits are required to

interface with the controller.

There are many researches investigating to reduce the number of using current

sensors. Evans and Hill-Cottingham, [5], investigated the relationship between the

DC link current and the three-phase currents, and then revealed that it was possible to

calculate the values of the three-phase currents from the values of the DC link current.

This thesis aims to study a method to reconstruct the three-phase current using a

single curent sensor. In this chapter, the current measurement techniques and the

relationships between the DC link current and the three-phase currents are

investigated in detail. Firstly, the chapter discusses the two current-measuring

devices, and then extends the discussions to cover the most suitable locations for the

sensors. Next, the literature relating to the analysis of the DC link current and the

three-phase currents are explained. Finally, the chapter highlights and analyses the

current paths of the possible switching states in the inverter circuitry.
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3.2 Current Sensing Device

As stated earlier, a low value resistor or a Hall-Effect current sensor may be used in

series with the motor line to obtain the instantaneous line current of the motor. The

low-value resistor is cheaper and easier to install than Hall-Effect current sensor.

'When the low value resistance is connected in series with the motor line, the voltage

across the resistor that is proportional to the current flows through it. This method

offers low cost and accuracy, but no electrical isolation is provided. Moreover,

depending upon the value of the resistor and the level of the current, the voltage drop

across the resistor and the power loss in the resistor can be significant.

Hall-Effect devices provide electrical isolation and operate on the magnetic field that

is generated by the current in the device. However, such sensors are expensive,

especially when high bandwidth measurement is required.

Presently the development of power electronic device can produce intelligent device

which has several functions in the same device. For example, in GS601 chip of half-

bridge gate drive is the current sensor embeded [9]. However, the motor current does

sometimes not circulate through the switching devices, the motor current is not known

at the moment and most intelligent devices are expensive.

3.3 The Number of the Sensor and their Locations in the Inverter

Ideally, 4 current sensors are needed in a three-phase motor application: three on the

lines and one on the DC link. Fig.3.1 illustrates the possible locations of 4 current

sensors. The three current sensors are placed on the motor lines because it is

necessary to know the information of the three-phase currents for controlling the

motor. However, another sensor on the DC link is added to detect the potential faults

in the inverter circuit.

As shown in Fig.3.L, the DC link current sensor, sensorl, is required to detect the

potential inverter of over current faults in the inverter. There are 3 types of the over

current faults [6], as shown in Fig.3.2.
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T1

D5

sensorl

Figure 3.1 The position of 4 current sensors in the conventional three-phase inverter

In Fig.3.2(a), the Shoot-through fault may occur when the power switches, which

control ciurent in the same phase, are closed. Therefore, it should be remembered

that the upper and the lower power switches on the same leg of the inverter must not

be turned on at the same time, since a supply short-circuit occur. If the short circuit

happens after the inverter circuit and before the motor circuit, the current flows and

returns to the inverter without going through the motor circuit, as shown in Fig.3.2(b).

If the current flows from the inverter to the motor and returns to the ground as shown

in Fig.3.2(c), the DC link sensor located on the negative rail, as shown in Fig.3.1,

cannot detect it. This is because the fault current does not flow through the DC link.

T
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D5

D2

(a) The Shoot-through fault

T1
D5

T4
D2

(b) The line-to-line fault

T1 D5

T4

(c) The ground fault

X'igure 3.2 Potential fault current paths in the inverter

To detect all of the potential over-current faults and to determine the three-phase

currents, various current measurement techniques are developed in the literature,

which can be classified under 5 groups that are based on the number of current

sensors in the power circuit.

D2

T4

T1

T3/

T5 /D3l
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1. 4-sensor method: Three sensors are used for measuring each phase current in the

motor and the fourth one is used to measure the DC link current for protective

purposes, as shown in Fig.3.1.

2. 3-sensor method: Two sensors are used to measure 2-phase of the three-phase

currents of a star-connected motor. The third phase current is calculated from

these measured currents since the summation of the three-phase currents of the

motor is equal to zero. The third sensor is used to measure the DC link current.

3. 2-sensor method: This technique employs two current sensors to measure the

currents in the power switches and the currents in the diodes of the inverter

separately, as shown in Fig.3.3 [7]. However, this technique cannot measure the

current if it circulates in the inverter and motor circuit only.

+

V¿"

Figure 3.3 2-sensor method

4. l-sensor method: In this technique, the single current sensor is placed on the DC

rail to measure the DC link current. Normally, it is on the negative DC rail,

However, as shown in Fig.3.2c, when the ground fault occurs, the current sensor

at the negative DC rail cannot detect the fault [8]. Therefore, an alternative

connection is proposed in [9], which can overcome the limitations of the earlier

connection, as illustrated in Fig.3.4. However, the drawback in [9] is that the

current sensor measures the double amplitude of the DC link current. To solve

()

I

-:.
1s

:+
1¿
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this problem, another circuit is proposed in [10]. Another winding is added in the

current sensor to balance the effect of the current of the Hall-Effect current sensor

at DC link point, as shown in Fig.3.5. Therefore, when the current is measured,

the true amplitude of the DC link current is detected.

Positive DC rail

V¿

Negative DC rail
2 i¿"

Figure 3.4 Circuit indicating the method of connection utilising a single sensor

Positive DC rail

D5

N1
V¿

Negative DC rail
ldc

Figure 3.5 Equivalent circuit diagram to measure all possible current faults

5, No separate current sensor: Nowadays, it is possible to measure the currents in

the power switches by using Intelligent Power Device, where the current sensors

are integrated. Fig.3.6 illustrates the use of such devices in the inverter [1 1].

va

l6
C

c

v

l6

D2

T6

1T3 t ,t(

D6 T2D4 T6

Dl T3 B ts(
X
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S1 D

v
s

AIå

J*

(Current c ommand)

Figure 3.6 Diagram of the electronically commutated motor drive

with the integrated culrent sensor

3.4 Literature Survey on the Use of DC Link Current

The relationship between the DC link current and three-phase currents is important for

the method that uses single current sensor to find the three-phase currents since the

single current sensor is placed at the DC rail to measure the DC link current. Several

researchers have investigated the relationship between the DC link current and the

three-phase currents.

Evan and Hill-Cottingham [5] frrst investigated the analysis of DC link current in

1986. This study also investigated and highlighted the relationships among the three

phase currents, the switching signals and the DC link curtents in the PWM inverter as

shown in Fig. 3.7. It was thought that since the DC link current is used to detect the

short circuit current in the inverter, there had to be some information to find the

winding currents.

After the method proposed, Boys [12] also attempted to hnd the winding currents

from the average value of the DC link current. However, no detailed analysis was
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done to find the relationships between the switching patterns and the winding

currents. This study did not recognise that there was no DC link curïent in some

switching states of the inverter.

+vt2 (¡)

(ii)
(¡i¡)

o o

l2
I
o

v

b

c

d

t

I

'Øt^ Àlni

Figure 3.7 DC link current in three-phase P'WM inverter

(a) The voltage of an inverter leg

(b) The fundamental component of the leg voltages

(c) DC link current in phase one

(d) DC link current in phase two

(e) DC link current in phase three

(f) Total DC link current

Following this study, Kavanagh et al U3] proposed an altemative method to

determine the winding currents by the analysis of the conducting states of the bridge

inverter. Although it was reported that there was no DC link current in some states of
the inverter, no solution was proposed to overcome this limitation. Green and

William [14] also analysedthe relationship of the DC link current and the switching

pattern in detail and recognised that there was no DC link current in some of the

switching states of the inverter. However, no solution was suggested in this study

either.

ro 2r
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In the following subsections, the methods to find the winding cuffents from the DC

link current information are classified.

3.4.1 Voltage Space Vector

This is the most popular method, mainly used in PV/M current control. It has been

shown that there are 8 switching patterns of the PWM current control, as stated earlier

in the switching pattern section. If the switching patterns are converted into the

vector forms [15], the following list can be obtained:

V1 : [1, 0, 0] means Tr, To, T2arc turned on.

V2 : [1, 1, 0] means Tr, T:, T2 are turned on.

V3 : [0, 1, 0] means T+, T3, T2 are turned on.

Va: [0, 1, 1] means T+,T3, T5 are turned on.

V5 : [0, 0, 1] means T+, To, T5 are turned on.

V6: [1, 0, 1] means Tr, T6, T5 are turned on.

V7 : [0, 0, 0] means Tq,T6,T2 are turned on.

Vs : [1, 1, 1] means Tl, T3, T5 are turned on.

The relationship between the Vector State and the DC link current is shown in Table

3.1.

Table 3.1 Vector states and corresponding phase cuffents.

07,8

- ltr6

+i"5

-L¿.4

ti¡J

-lc2

*i"1

ldcState

Although this method is effective when it is used in PWM switching strategy, it is not

effective in other switching methods, since only 8 switching states are recognised. In

addition, the Voltage Space Vector analyses only the switching patterns, not the

current conduction states.
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3.4.2 Switching State Analysis

In the work reported by Becerra et al [16], only two-phase currents in any instant have

been considered. The switching states have been categorised into two groups: one-

switch active state and two-switch active state. One-switch active means that only

one-power switch is turned on and there are currents flowing through that power

switch and another diode, as shown in Fig.3.8a. Two-switch active means two power

switches are turned on and there are currents flowing through both of the switches, as

shown in Fig. 3.8b. However, this analysis also has limitations since not all the

inverter states have been considered, such as three-switch active state.

DO

V
f

---- - -L
I

)D6fÌ

------F-a

(a)

lu
l

tu

I

I

T,)J

----1-r
tlr l-r i lD

Ift
----+-J!r

)t
T,ì tD

tltltl

6

------L-J

_____ __ t__l

DO

V

(b)

Figure 3.8 Equivalent circuits for "one switch active (T6) state" (a),

"two switch active (T1 and T6) state" (b)

3.5 The Relationship between the Phase Currents and the DC Link

Current

As shown in the previous section, it is possible to use a single current sensor to detect

the possible faults in the inverter. However, the determination of the phase current

using a single sensor requires further analysis. In this subsection, the relationship
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between the DC link current and the output curents of the inverter will be studied

with the aim of determining the phase currents.

When the power switches in the inverter are turned on, the cuTïents flow to the motor

circuit. However, the currents do not always flow through the power switches that are

turned on. Due to the stored energy in the inductances of the windings, the currents

try to keep the same direction as the previous state. For example, in Fig.3.9, T3 and

T2 are turned on and the currents flow through them. Then, T5 and T6 are suddenly

turned on, the currents still flows in the same direction due to the finite inductance of

the windings. Therefore, the currents flow through D5 and D6, as shown in Fig.3.10.

T D5

Figure 3.9 Current flow path in the inverter when T2 and T3 are turned on

T D5

Figure 3.10 Directions of the currents in phase2 and 3 when D5 and D6 are

conducting current.

T

1T3

I
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Moreover, in some states of the inverter, the currents may circulate inside the inverter

circuitry, not flowing through the DC link. Furthermore, in some states both DC link

curent and circulating current may flow. This means that the status of the DC link

current can be linked to the status of the po\iler switches and the direction of the three-

phase currents of the motor. In the following subsection, all the possible patterns of

the switching devices, the directions of the winding currents and the DC link current

are described.

3.5.1 Switching Pattern

The flowing paths of the currents are mainly determined by the previous state of the

switches, which influences the paths due to the inductances of the windings.

However, switching pattern, which is the status of the power switches in the inverter

circuit, still plays an important role to indicate the status of the switching.

Table 3.2 indicates all possible switching patterns in the inverter. Three fundamental

states can be defined: state O, state U and state L. In these definitions: state O means

no switching device is on; state U means one of the switching devices on the upper

rail is on; state L means one of the switching devices on the lower rail is on. It should

be highlighted here that state U or L does not tell us whether the direction of the

current in the phase is positive or negative. Therefore, the DC link current cannot be

predicted from only the information of the switching pattern.

From Table3.2, Row numberl means there is no power switch turned on. In this

pattern, it cannot tell that whether there are currents in the motor. If there ate currents

flowing through in the inverter, the currents can flow through only diodes. Row

number 2 to 7 are the one-switch active state. This means that only one power switch

of 6 switches of the inverter is turned on. The one-switch active does not appear in

motor control topology, the hysteresis or PV/M motor control. Row number 8 to 19

are two-swifch active states. This means that two switches in the inverter are tumed

on. These switching patterns occur in the hysteresis motor control. Row number 20

to 27 are three-switch active states. This means three switches of the three-phase

inverter are turned on. These switching patterns can occur in the hysteresis or PWM

control method.
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3.5.2 Current Direction Pattern

Generally, the direction of the phase cuffents in the motor winding can be estimated

from the switching state of the transistors. However, as explained before, due to the

inductance in the motor circuit, the current may not flow through the tumed-on power

switches. Currents may flow through only diodes or diodes and transistors.

Table 3.2 Summary of the switching patterns in the inverter

LLL27

UUU26

LUU25

ULU24

UUL23

ULL22

LUL2t

LLU20

ULo19

LUo18

LoU17

UoL16

oULl5

oLU14

LLo13

LoL12

oLL11

UUo10

UoU9

oUU8

Loo7

oLo6

ooL5

Uoo4

oUoJ

ooU2

ooo1

Phase 3Phase 2Phase 1No.
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Table 3.3 Possible states of the directions of the current in the motor phases

+0l3

+12

+l1

0+l0

++9

+08

+07

+6

0+5

++4

0+3

++2

000I

Phase 3Phase 2Phase INo

A number of current direction patterns can be identified in the inverter, which are

listed in Table3.3. In the table, "0" means there is no current in that phase, "+"

means the phase current is flowing from the inverter to the motor circuit, aÍrd "-"

means that the phase current is flowing from the motor to the inverter circuit. Each of

the current direction pattems in Table 3.3 may occur with any switching pattern in

Table 3.2. Therefore, there are 351 possible switching states in total.

3.5.3 Conducting Devices and the DC Link Current

The conducting device and the DC link current are the most important parts in the

analysis of switching states. After the analysis of the switching patterns and the

current direction pattern are done, the current conduction states of transistors and

diodes can be determined. Moreover, it can be seen whether there is the DC link

current and circulating current within the inverter in the considered state, and in which

phase the amplitude is equal to the DC link current amplitude. The relationship

between the conducting devices and the DC link current by the complete switching

state analysis is shown below.
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1) Zero-switch active

From the first row of the switching pattern in Table 3.2 (zero-switch active), if there

are currents in the windings, they flow through only diodes, and every curïent

direction pattern has DC link current.

2) One-switch active

In one-switch active pattern, some of the switching states have only the DC link

current, some have the DC link current and circulating current, and some have only

the circulating current. This depends on the current directions. For example, if the

switching pattern is U, O, O and the current direction is *, r, -, the upper power

switch of phasel, the lower diode of phase2 and the upper diode of phase3 are

conducted. That makes the amplitude of the DC link current equal to the amplitude of

the current of phase2 and there is a circulating current flowing within the inverter,

where the amplitude is equal to the amplitude of the current of phasel. Fig.3.11

shows the diagram when the switching pattern is U, O, O and the current direction

pattern is *, *, -.

T1
D5

T4

Figure 3.11 Diagram when the switching pattern is U, O, O

and the current direction pattern is -1, +, -.

In the case where the switching pattern is U, O, O and the current direction is -, -, +,

the winding currents flow through only diodes and only the DC link current occurs.

There is no circulating current. The amplitude of the DC link current is equal to the

amplitude of phase3 current. Fig.3.12 shows the diagram when the switching pattem

is U, O, O and the current direction is -, -, +.
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In the case where the switching pattern is U, O, O and the current direction is *, -, -,

the currents flow through the upper power switch in phasel, the upper diode in phase2

and the upper diode in phase3. The currents flow only in the upper side of the

inverter. In such case, there is no DC link current and only circulating current within

the inverter. Fig.3.13 shows the diagram when the switching pattern is U, O, O and

the current direction is *, -, -.

T1

T4

Figure 3.12 Diagram when the switching pattern is U, O, O

and the current direction is -, -, +.

T1 D5

T4

Figure 3.13 Diagram when the switching pattern is U, O, O

and the current direction is -f, -, -.
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3) Two-switch active

In the case of a two-switch active, if the power switches are turned on at the both

sides of the inverter, there is a DC link current in every switching state. For example,

when the switching pattern is O, U, L and the current direction is 0, +, -, the winding

currents flow through the upper switch in phase2 and the lower switch in phase3, as in

Fig.3.9. In this case, the positive DC link current happens without the circulating

current. In another case, as in Fig.3.10, the switching pattem is O, L, U and the

current is 0, +, -. The winding currents flow through only diodes and the negative DC

link current occurs without the circulating current.

On the other hand, if the power switches connected to the same DC rail are turned on

at the same time, most of the switching states have the circulating current and some

states have the DC link current. For example, when the switching pattern is U, U, O

and the current direction is -t, *, -, as in Fig.3.14, the winding currents flow through

the power switches and the diode at the upper side of the inverter and the currents

circulate only in the inverter and the motor circuit.

T1 D5

T4

Figure 3.14 Diagram when the switching pattern is U, U, O

and the current direction is *, *, -.

In the case where the switching pattern is U, U, O and the current direction is *, -, *,

(as shown in Fig3.15), the winding currents flow through the upper power switch in

phasel, the upper diode in phase2 and the lower diode in phase3. Since the

conducting devices are on the opposite side of the inverter, the winding current can

flow from the negative DC rail passing the diodes to the positive DC rail and the DC

D6

D1 T3
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link current can occur. However, when the conducting devices are diode and power

switch and they are on the same side of the inverter, the circulating current can flow

through them.

T1 D5

T

Figure 3.15 Diagram when the switching pattern is U, U, O

and the current direction is -l, -, *

4) Three-switch active

In the case of a three-switch active, if three switches connected to the same DC rail of

the inverter are turned on, there is no DC link current. However, most of the

switching states in this case have the DC link current. For example, when the

switching pattern is U, L, U and the current direction is *, -, +, as shown in Fig.3.16,

the winding currents flow through the upper power switch in phasel, the lower power

switch in phase2 and the upper power switch in phase3. The amplitude of the DC link

current is equal to the amplitude of the phase2 current.

However, when the switching pattern is changed to the U, U, L and the current

direction is still *, -, *, as shown in Fig.3.17, the conducting devices are the upper

power switch in phasel, the upper diode in phase2 and the lower diode in phase3.

Therefore, the amplitude of the DC link current is equal to the amplitude of phase3

current and there is the circulating current in the inverter.

D6

D1 T3
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T1 D5

Figure 3.16 Diagram when the switching pattern is U, L, U

and the current direction is *, -, t

T1 D5

Figure 3.17 Diagram when the switching pattern is changed to the U, U, L

and the current direction is still r, -, *

This is a partial analysis of the switching state in the inverter circuit. Whole of the

analysis is demonstrated in Table A-1, Appendix A. The table shows the switching

pattern, the current direction, the conducting device, the phase number, of which the

current amplitude is equal to the amplitude of the DC link cuffent, and the phase

number, of which the current amplitude is equal to the amplitude of the circulating

current.

T

D6D4

Dl T3
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3.6 Conclusion

The chapter has presented a basic introduction to current measurement techniques and

current sensor used in motor control applications. As indicated, although using the

low-value resistor is cheaper than other methods, the power loss and the voltage drop

on the resistors should be considered in the design. In addition, if electrical isolation

is required, the resistor method is not preferred. The Hall-Effect device, however,

provides isolation but its cost can be significant, specifically at the high bandwidth

current measurement applications.

Various methods are suggested in the literature, which aim to reduce the number of

current sensors. However, most of the methods have limitations, such as not

considering all possible inverter faults. The chapter has also provided comprehensive

information about the inverter, switching patterns, the directions of the currents in the

motor circuit and the relationship between the DC link current and the phase currents.

It was also indicated that it is possible to reconstruct the phase current considering the

current conduction states of the components in the inverter circuit by measuring the

DC link current only.
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Chapter IV

Computer Simulation of the Motor Drive

and Reconstruction of Phase Currents

4.1 Introduction

In Chapter2, the mathematical model of the Brushless Permanent Magnet (BLPM)

motor was described, including the relationship between the electromagnetic torque

and phase currents. In addition, the principal control methods of BLPM motor wete

explained. As can be seen, the information can be utilised to develop a computer

model of the motor drive to study the current reconstruction techniques without

implementing the hardware. The simulation can also allow the operator to introduce

artificial täults.

The LabVIEW program is selected as a tool to simulate the entire motor drive. As

will be demonstrated later, LabVIEW allows us to construct software modules to

achieve various tasks easily. The software modules are named "SubVI", which can be

called from other modules to process the data in the input and output data to the other

modules or to the user interface.

Firstly, this chapter explains the general structure of the simulation system and the

block diagram. Secondly, the details of the "SubVIs" implemented in this study are

given. The input and output data and the objectives of each SubVI are also explained

in this section, Finally, some comprehensive simulation results are provided. These

results demonstrate that the simulation of the motor drive and the current

reconstruction method proposed here are valid under various operating conditions'

4.2 Basic Layout of the Simulation Model

The principal purpose of this thesis is to reconstruct the three-phase current of the

motor from the DC link current. To test and investigate various operating conditions,

a complete computer simulation of the motor drive was implemented.
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As discussed previously, there was a requirement to obtain accurate phase cuffents

after reconstruction, but the earlier current reconstruction methods in the literature had

some limitations. When three-phase currents circulate only in the inverter and motor

circuit, there is no the information of the DC link cuffent to use to reconstruct the

three-phase currents.

Fig.4.1 illustrates the general block diagram of the computer simulation system. The

simulation study models 2 motors: Master Motor and Motor Model that is also used to

simulate the currents in the real system. The three-phase currents of Master Motor is

reconstructed; Motor Model is a motor simulator of Master Motor. Thus, the values

of the three-phase currents of Motor Model are near those of Master Motor,

Howevet, in the practical system, noises and non-ideal factors can cause the currents

of Master Motor be distorted. Therefore, the three-phase currents of Motor Model are

not equal to those of Master Motor.

Fh;¡e or¡erú fiG-n{E :eal¡otry

I* qo*rr-*q
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cu::erû
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molÈI
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Controlhlock

Figure 4.1 Block diagram of the simulation of the motor drive and current

reconstruction

The simulated DC link current can determine whether the currents of Motor Model

are now different from the currents of Master Motor. If the DC link current indicate

that the three-phase currents of Motor Model are not equal to those of Master Motor,

the three-phase currents of Motor Model are modified to make the currents equal to

the currents of Master Motor. Therefore, the three-phase currents of Motor Model are

Cunrnt
Com¡ensationlvlohr model

Itd¡ster ¡nohr
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Chapter4 Computer Simulation of the Motor Drive and Reconstruction of Phase currents

link to the current compensation block to be compensated by using the information of

the DC link current, Id"(-"asure), from Master Motor.

As seen in the hgure, the DC link current from Master Motor and Motor Model and

the simulated three-phase cunents from Motor Model links to the current

compensation block. This block outputs the reconstructed three-phase currents. It

should be noted here that the estimated and the measured DC link currents are

identical under ideal conditions, which are calculated from mathematics equations in

chapter2.

The objective of this exercise is to know whether the reconstructed currents from the

above concept are similar to the three-phase currents of Master Motor. Thus, the

feedback currents to the control block are the three-phase currents from Master

Motor. After the control block receives the feedback currents, it generates 6

switching signals to control the motors.

4.3 Motor Simulation Program

There are 2 motor drives, Master motor drive and Motor Model drive, in the computer

simulation of the current reconstruction algorithm. This section explains the details of

the simulation program of the motor drive. Fig.4.2 shows the block diagram of the

main loop of the simulated motor drive. As can be seen in the figure, the main Virtual

Instrument (VI), there are 5 major subroutines (SubVIs) operating the motor drive:

PID SubVI, Chg point SubVI, Drive SubVI, Current control SubVI and Motor SubVI'

Moreover, there are 2 minor subroutines to show or change the unit of the motor

parameters: o: and rpm SubVI, and TPS SubVI. These SubVIs will be explained

briefly below.
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@
lÞñä*l

E*;il

Figure 4.2Main loop program of the simulated motor

1. PID SubVI: The function of this SubVI is to calculate the maximum values of the

winding currents. The inputs to the SubVI are the reference speed and the actual

speed of the motor.

palametels

feedback
control

Figure 4.3 PID SubVI (See Appendix A-2)

2. Chg point SubVI: The function of this SubVI is to introduce the dynamic state to

the simulation program by changing some parameters of the motor while the

motor is operating. It can be set the point which the dynamic state introduces.

parameters input
pôrömeters output

Figure 4.4 Chgpoint SubVI (See Appendix A-2)

3. Current control SubVI: This module produces the switching signals for the

inverter switches. The SubVI receives and then compares the value of the

reference cuffents and actual curïents. As explained earlier in the thesis, the error,

the difference between reference current and the actual culTent, is used to generate

hysteresis and PWM current control signals.

lw motol

l*l"rj-;Jä*ì
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chg
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Þðfômeters
Current command

position
Cunent

Switching signal

Figure 4.5 Current control SubVI (See Appendix A-2)

4. Drive subvr: This module calculates the speed, the rotor position, the

electromagnetic torque, the emf voltages, and the DC link curent. Then it outputs

the data to the Motor SubVL

parameters
CurrentIkJ

position & speed [kJ
switch siqnal

Torque
position & speed [k+1]
emf
DC link
V terminal

Figure 4.6 Drive SUbVI (See Appendix A-2)

5. Motor SubVI: This SubVI calculates the three-phase currents, based on the

equations given earlier in Chapter2, F,,q2.l,

parameters
Emf

V terminal
current fk-'l I

current Ik]

Figure 4.7 Motor SubVI (See Appendix A-2)

6. o and rpm SubVI: This SubVI converts the angular speed (ro) of the motor drive

from radian per second to round per minute (rpm). As shown, the output of this

SubVI is linked to the PID SubVI as an input.

angular speed rpm

Figure 4.8 or and rpm SubVI (See Appendix A-2)

7, TPS SubVI: This SubVI shows the value of the electromagnetic torque, position

and speed of the motor in the graphs.

speed
Torque

position

Figure 4.9 TPS SUbVI (See Appendix A-2)

Contr
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1

motor
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Two of the SubVIs, Motor SubVI and Drive SubVI, are the principal components of

the simulation. Therefore, they will be explained in detail. Fig.4.10 and Fig.4.11

show the block diagram of these SubVIs. As seen in these hgures, the SubVIs have

also made of a number of other SubVIs and functions.

Figure 4.10 Block diagram of Motor SUbVI

tr @

tr'igure 4.11 Block diagram of Drive SubVI
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4.3.1Motor SUbVI

The objective of the motor simulator is to simulate the three phase cuffents of Master

Motor. As seen in Fig.4.10, E,q.2.l is used to calculate the motor currents in the

simulation. As is well known, the motor's differential equations can be solved

numerically to determine the current values. A simple discrete integration method

was used in this study, which requires knowledge of the current value at the previous

time step. Therefore, a shift register was implemented in LabVIEW programming to

determine the current. The equations used to calculate the three-phase currents are

given below.

dir

-=ll(n)-ll(n-l)dt

diz

-=12(n)-12(n-l)dt
di3

-=13(n)-13(n-1)dt

Here, ir, iz and i3 are the currents of phasel, 2 and 3 respectively, n is the number of

integration samples (n : 0, I,2, ...), and n-i represents the previous value of the

currents.

However, to calculate the phase currents, the terminal voltages, the back emf voltages,

R, L, At and the initial values of the currents must be known. The values of R, L and

the time step (At), are constant. The terminal voltages and the back emf voltages are

calculated by using the values of the switching states and the motor position from

Drive SubVI.

4.3.2 Drive SubVI

As stated above, this SubVI produces the data of rotor position, rotor speed,

electromagnetic torque, DC link current and three-phase terminal voltages for the

correct operation of the motor. As shown in Fig.4.11, there are 6 SubVIs in this

SubVL

1. Emf SubVI: This module produces the emf voltage within Drive SubVI.

(4.1)

parameters

position&speedIkJ

e-zeta

emf

Figure 4.l2Emf SubVI (See Appendix A-2)

emf 1
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2. Torque SubVI: This SubVI calculates the electromagnetic value from the torque

equation, given in Eq.2.6. It receives er(0.), ez(O") and e3(ee) from Emf SubVI,

and the values of the phase currents from the previous time step. In addition, the

back emf constant, k", is a parameter provided as an input to this SubVI. Then,

this module processes the input data and generates the torque value at a given time

step.

parametels
current at k

emf
position&speed

Torque

Figure 4.13 Torque SubVI (See Appendix A-2)

3. Speed SubVI: This module calculates the speed by using the motion equation,

given in 8q.2.7. In this SubVI, the damping coefficient is assumed to be zero

because it is small and generally to be neglect. The electromagnetic torque value,

Te, from Torque SubVI, and the load torque, T¡, ând the moment of inertia, J, are

the inputs to this SubVI. Aal is the change in the speed and equal to on-on-I. The

speed at the time step n is estimated by

1 -TL2)(T. - T'
Cùn -1 lJ

j
wZ

vr)

Figure 4.14 Speed SubVI (See Appendix A-2)

4, Position SubVI: This SubVI calculates the mechanical rotor position, 0n-', which

is used to estimate the speed data estimated above. Since 0. : P' 0' (P : pole

pairs), the electrical position, 0", can easily be calculated. The position equation

in this SubVI is given by

0n:0n-t+p.rrt.At Ø3)

, (- \ ît. ujllr^-ru'- -- l'--

0)n = .-'lw -
dl'

)tj
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pðfðmeters

position&speed
position

Figure 4.15 Position SubVI (See Appendix A-2)

5. Terminal Voltage SubVI: This SubVI calculates the terminal voltages of the

three-phase motor and also identifies the conducting device for DC link SubVI.

Since the terminal voltages depend on the switching signals, the phase currents,

and the conducting devices, the values of the terminal voltages are not always

equal to the voltage at the DC rail. So, to calculate the terminal voltages, the

three-phase currents, the switching signals, the three-phase back emf voltages, and

the voltage at DC rail must be known. They are used as the inputs in this SubVI.

The output data of the VI are the three-phase terminal voltages and the conducting

devices in the inverter circuit. The details of the calculation algorithm were given

in the previous chapter.

Figure 4.16 Terminal Voltage SUbVI (See Appendix A-2)

6. DC link SubVI: This module calculates the values of the DC link current to be

processed by the current reconstruction SubVI. The input data is the conducting

devices in the inverter circuit and the three-phase currents of the motor.

parameters
switch signal

emf
phose current

conduct

V terminal

Df link current
DC No.
Cir No.
Conduct Case

conduct
phase current

Figure 4.17 DC link SubVI (See Appendix A-2)

4.4 Simulation Results of the Motor Drive

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the motor simulator, a number of typical

operating conditions are identified, and the results are obtained. The archetype of the

simulated motor is a typical axial-fled industrial motor of which brand is Mavilor.

The specification of the motor-drive system, which is used in the simulation results, is

shown in Table 4.1. The operating conditions, in which the results are given, are

listed below

Posit

DC
Linkl
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1. Current control mode: Hysteresis and P]WM

2. The status of the operation: Steady state and dynamic

3. Control status: Current control mode and no-cuffent control mode

4. Type of the back emf voltage waveforms: Sinusoidal and trapezoidal

5. Type of the current command waveforms: Sinusoidal and rectangular

Table 4.1 Specifications of the motor system in the simulation results

In the following figures (Fig.a.18-Fig.4.25), the above listed operating conditions are

operated and the corresponding waveforms are given.

As seen in Fig.4.18(a), the rectangular current waveforms had a limited hysteresis

bandwidth and the currents' magnitude reduces while the motor accelerates. The

trapezoidal back emf waveforms are given in Fig.4.18(b), where the magnitude of the

back emf varied with increased speed and reached to the steady-state around 60 ms.

In addition, when the speed of the motor increased, the frequency of the back emf

waveforms also increased. Total electromagnetic torque and the speed of the drive

0.2Integral constant

10Proportional constant

kg.t rt0.0080Inertia

4Pole pair

Henry0.00312Equivalent inductance of each

phase winding

Ohm0.8Equivalent resistance of each

phase winding

V.sec/rad0.4r7The back emf constant

Volts25Half of the Dc link Voltage

Ampere0.5Hysteresis bandwidth

Rpm (round per minute)300Command speed

Nm Q.,lewton-meter)4Load torque

Second0.00002Integration Time Step

UnitThe value of parametersParameters
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are given in Fig.4.18(c) and Fig.4.18(d) respectively. As seen in Fig.4.1,8(c), the

torque developed by the motor was around 8 N.m until the motor reached to the

steady state.

As seen in Fig.4.19(d), the motor started from standstill, accelerated and reached to

the steady state around 120 ms. Both the motor currents (Fig.4.19(a)) and the back

emf waveforms (Fig.4.19(b)) were sinusoidal waveforms and were in phase. The

developed electromagnetic torque of the motor is given in Fig.4.19(c), which dropped

to an average value of 4 N.m, which is the load torque, when the motor reached to the

steady-state operation. Although some torque ripples were observable in the f,tgure,

which could be reduced if the modulation frequency of the PV/M signals was

increased.

Similar to the earlier results, the period of transient and steady state could be easily

noticed both in the electromagnetic torque (Fig.4.20(c)) and the speed waveforms

@ig.a.20(d)). As expected, this operating mode of the motor drive generated more

torque ripple than the ideal operating mode presented in Fig.4.18 and Fig.4.19. This

was because of the non-ideal current excitation that was rectangular for the sinusoidal

back emf voltages. As seen in the current waveforms (Fig.4.20(a)), the actual current

contained fluctuations after the motor reached the steady-state operation. This was

due to the less effective voltage across the winding, since the back emf voltage

increased at higher speeds.

The electromagnetic torque waveform in the operating mode in Fig 4.21(c) was

somehow similar to the waveform given in Fig.4.20(c). Although the current and the

back emf waveforms were in phase in this test, due to the non-ideal combinations of

the waveforms, electromagnetic torque ripple became significant as seen in Fig.4.21

(c). Unlike the earlier test given in Fig.4.l9, ho'wever, the motor in this operating

mode reached the steady state speed in a much shorter time (around 75 ms), which

was due to the much higher electromagnetic torque developed in this test.
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Figure 4.18 Simulation results of the motor drive operating from standstill, with

rectangular current excitation, hysteresis current control and trapezoidal back emf

waveforms: (a) Estimated three-phase currents, (b) Back emf waveforms, (c)

Electromagnetic torque, (d) Rotor speed
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Figure 4.19 Simulation results of the motor drive while it is accelerating from

standstill, the sinusoidal current excitation, PWM current control and sinusoidal back

emf waveforms: (a) Estimated three-phase currents, (b) Back emf waveforms, (c)

Electlomagnetic torque, (d) Rotor speed
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Figure 4.20 Simulation results of the motor drive under the transient operation, the

rectangular current excitation, PWM current control and sinusoidal back emf

waveforms: (a) Estimated three-phase cuffents, (b) Back emf waveforms, (c)

Electromagnetic torque, (d) Rotor speed
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The results given in Fig.4,22 and Fig.4.23 demonstrate the operation of the motor

drive under transient but at the no-current control mode.

As seen in the graphs of ßig.4.22, after the motor reached the steady state, the culrent

waveforms could not follow the reference waveforms. The shape of the currents is

mainly determined by the level and shape of the back emf waveforms. In this

operating mode, the load torque was 4 N'm. As seen inFig.4.22(c) and Fig.4.22(d),

the motor reaches the steady-state operation after an acceleration period of 100 ms.

However, at higher speeds, the currents were limited by only the back emf waveforms

only.

The motor drive in the operating mode in Fig.4.23(d) reaches the steady-state speed

of 600 rpm much slower than the previous test. This is due to a higher reference

speed and a lower electromagnetic torque,

The principal objective of the tests in Fig.4.24 and Fig.4.25 is to demonstrate the

operation of the drive under step load changing while it was accelerating from

standstill.

In Fig.4.24 and Fig.4.25, while the motor drive accelerated from standstill the load

torque has been increased and reduced respectively. As it can be seen in the current

and electromagnetic torque waveforms, the motor drive performs correctly and

responds to the step load changes quickly.

As demonstrated in the above simulation results, the motor drive program developed

here can simulate the system correctly, and can work under many practical operating

conditions. Hence, this simulation module can be utilised in the program of the

current reconstruction system.
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Figure 4.22 Simulation results of the motor drive with a rectangular current

excitation, hysteresis current control and lrapezoidal back emf waveforms: (a)

Estimated three-phase currents, (b) Back emf waveforms, (c) Electromagnetic torque,

(d) Rotor speed
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Figure 4.23 Simulation results of the motor drive under the transient operation, the

sinusoidal current excitation with no current control, PWM current control and

sinusoidal back emf waveforms: (a) Estimated three-phase currents, (b) Back emf

waveforms, (c) Electromagnetic torque, (d) Rotor speed
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Figure 4.24 Simulation results of the motor drive under step loading (increasing load

torque), the trapezoidal current excitation, PWM current control and sinusoidal back

emf waveforms: (a) Estimated three-phase cuÍrents, (b) Back emf waveforms, (c)

Electromagnetic torque, (d) Rotor speed
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Figure 4.25 Simulation results of the motor drive under a step load change (reducing

load torque), the trapezoidal current excitation, PV/M current control and sinusoidal

back emf waveforms: (a) Estimated three-phase currents, (b) Back emf waveforms,

(c) Electromagnetic torque, (d) Rotor speed
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4.5 Analysis of the Inverter Currents

As stated above, in the current reconstruction, the DC link cwrent of Master Motor is

a key to check and confirm that the values of the three-phase currents of Master

Model are equal to those values of Master Motor. A method to do that is to compare

the DC link current of Master Motor with the DC link current of Motor Model.

Hence, the DC link currents of both motor drives are calculated. It is necessary to

know the characteristic of the currents in the inverter accurately to calculate the DC

link current and the currents in the inverters in a switching state.

The switching state was introduced in Section 3.5. However, this section explains the

method to find the value of a DC link current and the phase number of a DC link

phase from the information of a switching state. The DC link phase is the phase of

which the absolute amplitude of the current is equal to the absolute amplitude of the

DC link current. Switching states are classified into ten types, those are based on the

conducting devices in the inverter. The switching states are briefly explained below,

which can be used to identify the DC link phase'

1. State'3Sr

In this state, there are three conducting power switches in the inverter, in which all

three phases conduct currents. However, since two devices on the same leg cannot be

turned on simultaneously, only two of the switches are linked to one of the DC rails.

The other DC rail has a power switch linked. The absolute value of the current, which

flows through this power switch, is equal to the absolute value of the DC link current.

Thus, the phase of this switch is the DC link phase. In this conducting state, it can be

said that the DC link current is positive since all phase currents flow through the

power switches.

2. State'3D'

This is similar to the state explained above, except that the phase currents flow

through the three freewheeling diodes in the inverter. The DC link current in this state

is always negative because the conducting device in each phase is a diode. Although

the power switches are turned on, the currents do not flow through them. Similarly,
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two of the conducting diodes are linked to one of the DC rails. The DC link phase is

described as the phase number that has only one device linked to the DC rail.

3. State'2S'

There are two power switches tumed on and the two-phase currents flowing through

those switches. There is no current in the other phase. In this state, the conducting

switches are linked to the opposite rails. The phase current flows through the upper

switch in one phase winding to the lower switch in another phase winding. The DC

link current in this state is positive because the phase currents flow through only the

power switches. The DC link phase is the phase number that is linked to the upper

switch.

4. State'2Dr

The currents flow through two-phase windings, and there is no phase current in the

third phase. Moreover, the currents flow via only the diodes. Therefore, the DC link

current in this state is always negative. The absolute value of the DC link current is

equal to the absolute value of the phase current of which flow through the upper

diode, the DC link phase.

5. State'2SLD*dc'

The state '2S1D' means that there are two switches and one diode conducting'

Because this conducting characteristic has 2 states of a DC link current which is

identified by with and without DC link current, the suffix 'tdc' is put to indicate that

there is a DC link current in this state. The two conducting power switches link both

of the DC rails. The current flows from the positive DC rail to the negative DC rail,

but some of the current circulates through the conducting diode within the inverter

circuit. If the conducting diode links to the positive DC rail, DC link phase is the

phase of which the power switch links to the negative DC rail and vice versa.

6. State'2SlD-dc'

This case is similar to the state '2SlDfdc'. However, there is no DC link current, '-

dc', since the conducting switches are connected to the same DC rail, and there is only

circulating current in this state.
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7. State'lS2D*dc'

The state indicates that the cuffent flows through one power switch and two diodes.

The diodes are linked to the opposite DC rails. The DC link current flows through the

sensor and the motor via one of the diodes, and then returns via the other diode'

Therefore, the value of the DC link current is always negative. However, in addition

to the DC link current, there is a circulating current as well. The circulating current

flows through the switch. The DC link phase is the phase of which the conducting

diode is connected to the opposite rail with the conducting switch.

8. State'1S2D-dc'

This state is similar to the above state, but there is no DC link current. All of the

conducting devices are linked to the same rail, and so there is only circulating current.

9. State'LSlD'

The current flows through one power switch and one diode, which are connected to

the same DC rail. There is only circulating cuffent, no DC link current.

10. State'No conduction'

In this state, there is no DC link current and circulating current in the inverter' All of

the three-phase currents are equal to zero and the turned-on switches, link to the same

DC rail.

4.6 Implementation of the DC Link Current

As explained in the previous section, the DC link current from Master Motor and the

DC link current from Motor Model are compared with each other. If both of the DC

link currents are equal, it can be assumed that the three-phase currents of Master

Motor are equal to those of Motor Model. However, if the DC link currents are not

equal, the three-phase currents of Motor Model are required corrections. In this

section, the value adjustment of the three-phase currents of Motor Model is explained.

It uses the DC link currents and DC link phase, which were described in the last

section, to conect the values.
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In the current compensation process, the DC link currents from the master motor

(I*o,oJ and the model (In-'o¿"r) are compared, and the current error (Aerror) is estimated'

Aerror: Imoror - Imodel (4.4)

However, the value of the curlent in DC phase (I¿.pt,ur.) may not have the same sign as

the value of the DC link current. Therefore, the signs of the DC link currents should

be taken into account. If both of the DC link currents have the same sign, the current

compensation is calculated bY

I"ompensute : Id"phase f Àerror (4'5)

Here, I¿.'¡u." is the value of the curïent in the DC phase estimated from the model

motor. If the sign of the DC link current differs from the sign of the DC phase

current,

Ico-p"nsate: Idrphur. - Aerror Ø'6)

As explained above, there are a number of states, which accommodate DC link

currents. Six of the states out of ten, have the DC link currents, which are 3S, 3D,25,

2D,25lD+dc, and 1S2D+dc. These states will again be considered below and the

corresponding current compensation values will be analysed in detail.

1. State'3S'

Since all of the phase currents flow through the power switches, the DC link current is

always positive. However, the current in the DC phase can be either positive or

negative depending on the state of the conducting device of the DC phase current. If

it is connected to the upper rail, the value of the current in the DC phase is positive.

However, if the conducting device of the DC phase current is connected to the lower

rail, the value of the current in the DC phase is negative.

Fig.4.26 illustrates a sample state, in which the value of the DC phase is positive. As

shown, in the figure, T1, T6 andT2 are on in this state of operation. So the DC phase

is Phasel, and from 8q.4.5 the value of the compensating current can be given by

I.o*p"nru,.l : Imodelt * Aerrorl Ø'7)

Here, I.o,noensatel iS the current of Phasel, Imodelt is the current of Phasel from the

model motot, and Aerrorlis the error of the current of Phasel.
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T1

Figure 4.26Bridge inverter diagram when T1, T6, T2 are conducting

Note that in this case, Aerrorl is equal to the Aerror, which is the different value

between the DC link current from the real motor and the model, because the DC phase

is Phasel. Similarly since the currents of Phase2 and Phase3 are negative, which flow

through T6 and T2, the compensating current for these phase can be given as

Icompensate2: Imodel2 l- Lertot2
(4.8)

Icompensare3 : Imodel3 + Aerror3

In the above equation, it is assumed that

Aerrorl tLenor2-fAerror3:0 Ø'9)

Where, Lenor2 is the error of the current of Phase2; Aerror3 is the error current of

phase3; Imodel2 and Iro¿.13 are the model current of Phase2 and Phase3 respectively;

and l.oro.n5¿1s2 ând Icompensate3 are the compenSated currents of PhaSe2 and Phase3

respectively.

Assuming that in the DC link cunent the error, Aerror, is proportional to the current

level in Phase3. In this example, the current effor of Phasel, Aerrorl, is equal to A

erïor. Hence using this relationship, the current errors of Phase2 and Phase3 can be

calculated as a function of Àerror,

Aerrorl = Aerror

Lerror|= aerror r Imoder2 (4.10)
Imodell

aerror3 = aerror" 
Imodel3

Imodell
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Hence, if the above equations are substituted in to Eq.4.8 and rearranged,

Icompensatel : Imodell * Agrror

Icompensare2 = Imodet2 + Aerror" Itoo"t'
Imodell

- Aerrorl+-
Imodell

(4.11)
= Imodel2 X

Icompensate3 = lnodet3 + Aerror >< 

T#

= Imoder3 ,( t +aerror)
\ I'noa"lr /

Note that in the above equation

Imode¡*Imodel2*Imodet3:0 (4 '12)

In the other cases, the value of the curïent of the DC phase is negative. For example,

the conducting devices are T3, T4 and T5 as shown \nßig.4.27. Therefore, the DC

phase number is Phasel
(4.13)

Aerror: -Aerrorl

As stated before, Aerror is proportional to the current level

T4

Figure 4.27 Bridge inverter diagram when T4,T3, T5 are conducting

Imodel2
Aerror2=-AerroÍ" f.*u

[nodel3
Aerror3 = -Aerrort n"o*

(4.r4)

Hence,
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Hence, if the above equations are substituted into 8q.4.7 and Eq.4.8,

Icompensatel : Imodell - Aerrorl

Icompensate2 = Imodel2 X

Icornpensate3 = Imodel3 X

Aerror

Aerror

Imodel2 * Imodel3

I

1

)
(4.1s)

Imode 2( + Imodel3

2. State'3D'

As mentioned previously, all of the phase currents in this state flow through the

diodes. This state is similar to the state explained above. However, the DC link

curïent is always negative. The current in the DC link phase can be either positive or

negative. It is positive when the conducting device of the DC phase is linked to the

negative DC rail, and it is negative when the conducting device of the DC phase is

linked to the positive DC rail of the inverter.

A sample state is given in Fig.4.28, which shows that three diodes D3, D4 and D5 are

conducting. The DC phase is Phasel and the value of the cuffent of Phasel is

positive, but the DC link negative. Therefore, 8q.4.13, F,q.4.l4 and Eq.4.15 are also

valid in this state.

D5

Figure 4.28 Bridge inverter diagram when D3, D4 and D5 afe conducting'
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However, if Dl, D2 and,D6 are the conducting devices, as shown inßig'4'29, the DC

phase is phasel, the value of the current of the DC phase is negative and the DC link

current is negative.

Figure 4.29 Bridge inverter diagram when Dl,D2 and D6 are conducting

Hence, the current errors and the compensating currents of Phasel, Phase2 and

Phase3 aïe given as in 8q.4.10 and Eq.4.11 respectively'

3. State'2S'

As the DC link curïent in this case is always positive and there are only two phase

curïents, only those two phase currents afe compensated. Moreover, the absolute

amplitude values of the two phase currents are equal, but one of those is positive and

the other one is negative. In this case, the value of the DC phase current is always

positive because the DC link current is always positive, which makes the current

compensation easier.

For example, if the conducting devices are T1 and T6, as shown in Fig' 4'30, Phasel

is the DC phase. Therefore,

Aerrorl : Aerror (4.16)

Leror2: -Aerror
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T1

Figure 4.30 Bridge inverter diagram when T1 and T6 are conducting current.

4. State'2D'

The compensation in this case is similar to the compensation in the state '2S' because

the characteristics of the currents are similar. However, the phase curents in this case

flow through only two diodes. The DC link current is always negative. So the value

of the current of the DC phase is always negative.

For instant, Fig.4.31 is given. As seen, the current flowing through Dl is negative, so

the DC phase is Phasel

Icompensatel : Imodell * Agrror

Icompensare2 : Imodel2 - Aerror

Icompensate3 : Imodel3 : 0

Aerrorl : Aerror

Aerror2 : -Aerror

I.orp.nrut.l : Imodell -f Agrror

Icompensate2 : Imodel2 - Agrror

I.ornp.nrur.3 : Imodel3 : 0

(4.r7)

(4.18)

(4.te)
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Figure 4.31 Bridge inverter diagram when D1 and D6 are conducting cunents

5. State'2SlD+dc

In this state, there are both DC link cunent and circulating current in the inverter. DC

link current flows through two power switches and circulating current flows through

the diode. Therefore, only the currents that flow through diode is not compensated

because the circulating current cannot be measured in this study. Since the value of

the current of the DC phase in this case can be either positive or negative, during the

compensation, the compensation of the currents of the DC phase depends upon the

sign of the DC phase.

As an example, let us take the condition of the inverter as illustrated in Fig.4.32.In

this state, the DC phase is Phasel and the value of the current of Phasel is positive.

Hence,

Aerrorl : Aerror g.20)
Lerror2: -Aerror

and the compensating currents are

Icompensatel : Imodell * Agrror

Icompensate2 : Imodel2 - Àerror Ø'21)

Icompensate3 : Imodel3
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T1

Figure 4,32B-idge inverter diagram when T1, T6 aîdD2 are conducting.

When the sign of the cunent of the DC phase is negative, for example, the conducting

devices areT4, T3 and D5, as shown in Fig.4.33,

D5

T4

Figure 4.33 Bridge inverter diagram when T4,T3 and D5 are conducting currents

Phasel is the DC phase and the value of the current of Phasel is negative. Therefore,

the current errors are

Aerrorl : -Aeffor (L))\
Lenor2: Aerror

and the compensating currents become
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I r Aerrorlcompensatel - lmodell -

I I ' AerrorIcompensate2 - rmodel2 1

T 
-TIcompensate3 - lmodel3

(4.23)

6. State'1S2D*dc'

The characteristic of the curïent in this state is similar to the previous state, but the

DC link curïent is negative in this state. However, the value of the culrent of the DC

phase can be either positive or negative'

A sample state is shown in Fig.4.34 where the value of the cuffent of the DC phase is

positive since D4, D3 and T5 are conducting devices. Phasel is the DC phase and the

curent of Phasel is positive. Phase3 is the circulating phase. Hence the current

erïors and the compensating current are similar toBq.4.22 andBq.4.23 respectively.

Figure 4.34 Bridge inverter diagram when D4,D3 and T5 are conducting currents

When the value of the current of DC phase is negative, however, the conducting state

is given in Fig.4.35, where Dl, D6 andT2 are the conducting devices. Phasel ìs the

DC phase and the current of Phasel is negative in this state, and Phase3 is the

circulating phase. Hence, the current effors and the compensating current are similar

to 8q.4.20 and E,q.4.21. respectively.

D3 T5
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Figure 4.35 Bridge inverter diagram when D1, D4 aîdT2 are conducting current.

4.7 The Current Reconstruction Module

The layout of the current reconstruction system was described in Section 4'2' which

has 2 motors: Master Motor, which reconstructs the three-phase currents, and Motor

Model, which is a motor simulator of Master Motor. The DC link currents from both

motors are compared to know if the three-phase currents of both motors are equal.

However, as known, measurement noise or other types of noises do exist in a practical

motor drive. Therefore, the DC link currents from both motors can be made different

to represent the real system. In the program of the current reconstruction module'

since both of the DC link currents using the same parameters, they are equal' Some

erroïs can be added to the DC link current of Master Motor in the program, as in

Fig.4.36, which can replesent a real motor. The figure shows the main loop program

of the current reconstruction system, which has 4 parts as in Fig.4.1:

i. Master Motor, which consists of Drivel subvl and Motorl Subvl

2. Motor Model, which consists of Drive2 Subvl and Motor2 Subvl

3. Current Compensation, named Comp SubVI in the figure

4. Motor Control, which consists of PID SubVI and Curr Contr SubVI

Furthermore, the pfogram has 1 minor Subvls named o rpm subvl. In Fig.4.36, the

function and the inputs and outputs of Motorl SubVI and Motor2 SubVI are similar to

those of Motor SubVI, which was explained in Section 4.3, Moteover, the functions
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and the inputs and outputs of PID SubVI, Curr Contr SubVI and clrpm SubVI were

described in Section 4.3

F motol

lmt'ml¡oiì

ñotd cL¡F"tl
@

6Ìffi

Figure 4.36 Main block diagram of the LabVIEW curïent reconstruction module

The inputs and outputs of Drivel SubVI and Drive2 SubVI are similar to that of Drive

SubVI in Section 4.3, except the torque value output because the program of the

current reconsûuction system does not show the torque. Therefore, it has no torque

output. Moreover, the function of Drive SubVI in the program of the cuÍrent

reconstruction system is to input values not only to Motor SubVI but to comp Subvl

as well. Thus, the output terminal of Drivel and Drive2 SubVI output the information

for the current compensation progress. ßig.4.37 shows the inputs and outputs

terminal of Drivel SubVI and Drive2 SubVI, but the block diagram of the Drive

SubVIs is shown in Fig.4.1l.
conduct
V terminal
DI link
DC No.
Conducting Case
emf
position & speed fk+'l ì

Figure 4.37 Drivel or Drive2 SubVI

The function of Comp SubVI is to compensate and adjust the values of the three-

phase cufrents of Motor Model. The principle of the current compensation is
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CurrentIkJ
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described in the previous section. Fig.4.38 shows the inputs and output of Comp

SubVL The function of Error SubVI is to add constant error and random error into

the DC link current of Master Motor. The amplitude of the added error is

proportional to the amplitude of the DC link crüïent atthattime step' Fig'4'39 shows

the input and output of Error SubVI.

conduct
fonduct Case

DC No.
motor DC
model Df,

Þhase cunent

compensate cutrent

Figure 4.38 Comp SubVI (see Appendix A-2)

DC input DC link output

Figure 4.39 Enor SubVI (see Appendix A-2)

In Fig.4.36, the operation principle of the curïent reconstruction module is similar to

the motor simulator program. The motor contfol part (PID SubVI and Curr Contr

SubVI) produces the switching signals for Drive SubVI (Drivel SubVI and Drive2

SubVI), Next, Drivel SubVI outputs the values for Motorl SubVI and the DC link

current. The DC link current from Drivel SubVI is an input of Error SubVI to add

some effors into the DC link current. After receiving the switching signals, Dtive2

SubVI calculates the input values for Motor2 SubVI and the DC link current and the

values, which are used to compensate the three-phase currents. Then, Comp SubVI

has the DC link currents from Error SubVI and Drive2 SubVI, the three-phase

currents of Motor Model from the previous time step loop, the DC link phase, the type

of the switching states and the conducting devices from Drive2 SubVI to use in the

compensation progress. Next, Comp SubVI outputs the compensated three-phase

currents to Motor2 SubVI to calculate the three-phase currents of Motor Model of the

next time step.

4.8 The simulation Results of the Phase current Reconstruction

This section shows some typical simulation results of the cuffent reconstruction. The

specification of the motor system in this system is shown in Table 4'1' To make the

simulation study meaningfui, some efrols are introduced by using uniform and normal

cúmF

etfot
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The results are classif,ted under six groups as explained below:

1. Hysteresis current control, rectangular current mode, ttapezoidal back emf, a

constant DC link current error of 2o/o, and a random DC link current ercor of 5o/o,

as shown in Fig.4.40.

2. Hysteresis current control, rectangular cunent mode, ttapezoidal back emf, a

constant DC link current error of 5%o, and a random DC link current errot of 5o/o,

as shown in Fig.4.41.

3. PWM current control, rectangular current mode, sinusoidal back emf, a constant

DC link current error of 2Yo, and a random DC link current error of 5o/o, as shown

inFig.4.42.

4. PV/M current control, rectangular current mode, sinusoidal back emf, a constatlt

DC link current error of 5Yo, and a random DC link current error of 5Yo, as shown

in Fig.4.43.

5. PWM current control, sinusoidal current mode, sinusoidal back emf, a constant

DC link current error of 2o/o, and a random DC link current error of 5Yo, as shown

in Fig.4.44.

6. PWM current control, sinusoidal current mode, sinusoidal back emf, a constant

DC link current error of 5Yo, and a random DC link current error of 5o/o, as shown

in Fig.4.45.

Chapter4 Computer Simulation of the Motor l)rive and Reconstruction of Phase currents

distribution and the current reconstruction is performed based on these synthetic

e1Tors
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Chapte14 Computer Simulation of the Motor Drive and Reconstruction of Phase currents

(a)

.rS-c"J
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(b)

Figure 4.40 Simulation results under hysteresis current control, rectangular current

excitation, trapezoidal back emf, 2yo constant -f50lo random error on the DC link

current

a) Phase currents of the master motor, accelerating from standstill'

b) Reconstructed phase currents when the DC link current errors are

considered.

Fig.4.40 shows the rectangular simulated three-phase currents of the master motor

and the motor model operating with a rectangular reference current. The currents

from the motor model are reconstructed by using the information from the DC link

current, which had a 2o/o constant and 5olo random noise. As seen in Fig.4.40(b), the

current reconstruction algorithm functioned correctly and generated the three-phase

currents accurately. Although some increase of the ripple current was observed, this

was expected due to the artificially introduced noise on the DC link current of the

motor drive.
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(b)

Figure 4.41 Simulation results under hysteresis current control, rectangular current

excitation, trapezoidal back emf, 5olo constant +5Yo random error on the DC link

current

a) Phase currents of the master motor, accelerating from standstill'

b) Reconstructed phase currents when the DC link current errors ale

considered.

Fig.4.41 shows the simulation studies of the motor drive under identical operating

conditions as in Fig.4.40. However, the level of constant noise introduced onto the

DC link current as increased fo 5Yo. The results of the reconstructed currents

indicated a satisfactory outcome (Fig.a.a1(b)).
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Chapter4 Computer Simulation of the Motor Drive and Reconstruction of Phase currents

(a)
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(b)

Figure 4.42 Simulation results under PV/M current control, rectangular excitation

current, sinusoidal back emf, 2Yo constant +5%o random error on the DC link current

a) Phase currents of the master motor, accelerating from standstill.

b) Reconstructed phase currents when the DC link current errors are

considered.

At this stage, the operating condition of the simulated motor drive was slightly altered

and the results were provided in ßig.4.42. The back emf shape of the motor drive was

set to "sinusoidal waveform" in this operation. However, it was found that the

algorithm could still follow the real phase currents closely, as given in Fig.4.42(b).
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Figure 4.43 Simulation results under PWM current control, rectangular excitation

cuffent, sinusoidal back emf, 50lo constant +5yo random error on the DC link current

a) Phase currents of the master motor, accelerating from standstill.

b) Reconstructed phase currents when the DC link cunent effors are

considered.

Similarly, increasing the DC current error by 3olo constant, error did not influence the

reconstruction of the currents signifîcantly, which is presented in Fig'4'43(b)'
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Figure 4.44 Simulation results under PV/M cuffent control, sinusoidal excitation

current, sinusoidal back emf, 2Yo constant +5o/o random error on the DC link current

a) Phase currents of the master motor, accelerating from standstill.

b) Reconstructed phase currents when the DC link current errors are

considered.

Fig.4.a4@) shows the simulated three-phase currents with the sinusoidal current

excitation current and sinusoidal back emf. Fig.4.44(b) illustrates the reconstructed

three-phase currents under the influence of errors on the DC link current. As shown

in the figure, the current reconstruction algorithm operated accurately. Although the

error in the reconstructed current was noticeable this was mainly due to the synthetic

error introduced.
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Fig.4.45 (a)
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Figure 4.45 Simulation results under PV/M culrent control, sinusoidal excitation

current, sinusoidal back emf, 5olo constant +5o/o tandom effol on the DC link cunent

a) Phase currents of the master motor, accelerating from standstill.

b) Reconstructed phase currents when the DC link current errors are

considered.

Finally, Fig.4.45 demonstrates that even under more synthetic errors, the algorithm

developed in this project could achieve the reconstruction of the currents.

4.9 Conclusion

The layout of the current reconstruction concept has been explained' The real motor,

which the three-phase currents would be reconstructed, and the motor simulator

operated synchronously. The motor simulator simulated the three-phase currents of

the real motor. However, the values of the simulated three-phase currents were just
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near but not exactly the values of the three-phase currents of the real motor drive'

Therefore, the DC link current from the real motor drive was used to make the

simulated three-phase currents near to the three-phase currents of the real motor drive.

The simulated three-phase currents were adjusted when the DC link currents of the

real motor were generated.

As demonstrated the absolute value of the DC link current was equal to the absolute

value of the current in the DC link phase. The current in the DC link phase was

adjusted by using the DC link current of the real motor. Moreover, the currents of the

other two phases in the motor simulator were altered in order to keep the current

summation zero.

To demonstrate the reconstruction method, a complete and flexible motor simulator of

the BLpM motor drive and the simulation modules of the current reconstruction

system have been implemented by using the LabVIEW program and some artificial

noises were added onto the DC link current of the real motor. The details of the

program of the motor simulator and the current reconstruction module have been

given. A number of the simulation results were provided to demonstrate both the

operations of the motor drive and the current reconstruction. The motor drive could

operate under various operating conditions ancl could predict the drive's operation

accurately, and it was possible to reconstruct the phase currents by using the

compensation method.
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Chapter V

Experimental Results

5.1 Introduction

In Chapter 4,the three-phase currents from the motor simulator and the reconstructed

three-phase currents from the simulator of the current reconstruction system were

given. As seen, the values of the reconstructed three-phase currents were close to the

values of the original three-phase currents from the master motor. To validate the

simulation developed in this thesis, the experiment with the real motor was set up and

a number of data set from the real motor drive were obtained to reconstruct the phase

currents. This chapter will explain how data were acquired, provide the details of the

experimental setup, and demonstrate the set of reconstructed currents from the data of

the real motor drive.

As demonstrated earlier, the motor simulation was designed to be similar to the real

motor drive. To achieve this, the motor parameters were measured accurately and

used in the simulation. Moreover, the switching signals that occurred in the real

motor drive were also used to execute the motor simulation. Hence, it was expected

that the simulation results will be similar to the experimental results. However, as

stated earlier, the real system contains various types of noises and component

inaccuracies. Hence, the modelling of such errors become very difficult in the motor

simulation. Hence, the motor phase currents in the simulation are only as accurate as

the model equation.

The function of the DC link current was to confirm how high the amplitude of the

three-phase currents in the experimental motor was. Since the absolute value of the

DC link current was equal to the absolute value of one of the phase current, this

confirmation was possible. After processing the DC real link current, the three-phase

currents of the simulated motor were altered to make the three-phase currents as near

as possible to the real motor currents.



Chapter 5 Experiment Results

As shown in Chapter 4, the real motor and the motor simulator operated

synchronously. The DC link current of the real motor and the simulator were

compared with reconstruct the three-phase currents. To validate the simulation

developed in this thesis, a number of data sets from the real motor drive were used.

The measured data was then processed to reconstruct the three-phase currents.

Ideally, the switching signals, three-phase currents and the DC link current should be

measured to validate the simulation program. However, because of the hardware

limitations, only the analog signals were measured, and the digital signals (the

switching signals) were generated from these quantities. To generate the switching

signals, the phase voltages of the motor were utilised. This process is illustrated in

Fig.5.1. Eight-channel data were captured and stored first, as shown in Fig.5.1 (a).

Then these data sets were used to generate the switching signals.

L__l

8 channels data acquisition

(3 phase voltages, the DC link
voltage, 3 phase currents, the
DC link current)

"L___t

(a)

(b)

The switching
signals

3 phase voltages,
3 phase currents,
and the DC link

voltage

Figure 5.L Steps followed to obtain the switching signals

5.2 Hardware of the experimental setup

Fig.5.2 shows the hardware of the motor drive, which was used to collect the three-

phase currents, the three-phase voltages, the DC link current and the DC link voltage

from the real BLPM motor. The specifications of the motor are given in Table 5.1.

The motor
under test

Computer
Algorithm
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V.sec/rad3.785The constant of back emf voltage

mH32.8Equivalent inductance of each

phase winding

Ohm, O6.4Resistance of each phase winding

Pole pairs28The number of pole pair

UnitSizeParameters

Chapter 5 Experiment Results

Table5.l Specifications of the motor in the experimental setup
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Figure 5.2 Schematic diagram of the hardware used in the tests

As shown in Fig.5.2, the main supply (240V, 50Hz) was fed to the rectifier via an

autotransformer. The output of the rectifier was connected to the three-phase bridge

inverter that is controlled by ADMC300 motor control DSP. There were two PCs

used in this experimental setup. PCI was used to program the DSP, and PC2 was

used to control the data acquisition card and to store the captured data.

International Rectifier's IRMDAC3 converter card was utilised as a po\,ver circuit,

which accommodated both the rectifier and the inverter circuits. The specification of

this card is shown in Table 5.2llTl below,
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Table 5.2 Specifications of the IRMDAC3

o Monolithic HVIC Integrates control and drive yields compact, robust,

economical designs

o Compatible with short circuit, ground fault and over-temperature protection

schemes

o 460V three phase AC,50l60Hz

o Inrush current limit and surge suppression

o Integral +15V and +5 bias supplies

¡ DC bus voltage and current feedback

o I50Yo overload capability (1 minute)

As mentioned above, the power switches in the inverter circuit of the IRMDAC3 card

are controlled by the motor control DSP, ADMC300 from Analog Devices. The

specifications of this DSP are shown in Table 5.3 [18].

Table 5.3 Specifications of ADMC300

o 25 MIPS Fixed-Point DSP Core

o 4K x24-Bit Program Memory RAM

o 2Kx24-Bit Program Memory ROM

o lK x 16-Bit Data Memory RAM

. High-Resolution Multichannel ADC System

o Five Independent 16-Bit Sigma-Delta ADCs

o Arranged in Two Independently Clocked Banks

o Differential or Single-Ended Inputs

¡ Programmable Sample Frequency to 32.5 kHz

o Three-Phase PWM Generation Subsystem

o 16-Bit Dedicated PWM Generator

The three-phase currents were measured by the LEM current transducers, which are

connected to the DSP to generate the switching signals. The currents were sampled

by the DAQ cards, which were controlled by the LabVIE'W program. Two PCI6110
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DAQ cards (National Instruments) are used to acquire the data. Although the

maximum scan rate of the DAQ card is 5 Ms/sec, a scan rate of 100 Ks/sec was found

sufficient in the tests. The specifications of the DAQ card are given in Table 5.4

[1e].

Table 5.4 Specifications of PCI6110 DAQ card

Simultaneous-sampling

Analog Inputs

o 4 pseudodifferential inputs

o 5 MS/s simultaneous-samplingrute

o 12-bif resolution

Analog Output

o 2 channels, 16-bit resolution

Digital I/O

. 8 lines

Counter/Timers

o 24-bit resolution, 20 }lf.}lz counter/timers

5.3 Current Reconstruction Algorithm used in the real tests

The motor drive setting and other parameters used in the calculation are given in

Table 5.5. It should be noted here that the load torque was not employed in the

calculations, and only the steady state DC-link current data was used to reconstruct

the three-phase currents. Moreover, various other limitations were made to process

the off-line data. The initial speed was assumed to be equal to the average speed (at

the steady state) and the initial current was determined by plotting the measured phase

currents and by determining the current value at the starting position.

As mentioned previously, 8 channels of the DAQ system were used to acquire a

number of real time data set available in the motor drive. However, only the

switching signals, the DC link cunent and the DC link voltage were utilised in the

current reconstruction algorithm. The block diagram of the algorithm is given in

Fig.5.3.
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Table 5.5 Motor parameters and initial values used in the algorithm

In Fig.5.3, there are 2 sets of data from the motor simulator. The first set, which is

composed of "Drivel", "Compl" and "Motorl" SubVI, is to reconstruct three-phase

currents without the information from the DC link current of the real motor. The

second set, which is composed of "Drive2", "Comp2" and "Motor2" SubVI, is to

reconstruct the three-phase currents with the information from the DC link current

from the experimental data. The program details of the "Drive1" and "Drive2" SubVI

Used to set the initial valuerad/sec, crrnInitial speed

Used to set the initial valueRadeInitial position of

each phase

Used to set the initial valuesAly,12, 13Initial currents of the

phases

Used in the dynamic equation of the

motor

JInertia

Used to find the motor's speed and the

position.

NpPole pairs

Used in the dynamic motor equation to

find the speed and the position

N.mT¡Load torque

Used to model the motor phaseHLThe equivalent

inductance of the

wining

Used to model the motor phasesohmRThe resistance of the

each phase

Used to determine the value of the

back emf voltage

V.sec/radk.The back emf voltage

constant

Used to determine the value of the

back emf voltage that represents the

real motor.

The mode of back

emf waveform:

trapezoidal or

sinusoidal

Defines the time step in the algorithmsecond
^t

Time interval

or scan rate

RemarkUnitAbbreviationParameters
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are similar. They are shown in Fig.4.11 and Fig.4.37. The program detail of

"Motorl" and "Motor2" SubVI are also similar. They are shown in Fig.4.7 and

Fig.4.10. The program details of "Compl" and "Comp2" SubVI are also similar to

that of Comp SubVI in the program of the current reconstruction system. They are

shown in Fig.4.38 and Appendix A-2.

Figure 5.3 Diagram of the program to reconstruct the phase current using the

experimental data

The inputs of the "Comp2" SubVI are the 2 DC link currents from the motor simulator

and from the separate signal SubVI ("Sep Sigs"), and the three-phase currents of the

simulator. The DC link current of the real motor from the "Sep Sigs" SubVI is

compared with the DC link current from the "Drive2" SubVI, and then the output

values of the compensated three-phase currents are linked to the "Motor2" SubVI,

which calculates the three-phase currents for the next time step.

As stated in Chapter 4, the function of "Motorl" and "Motor2" is to calculate the

values of the phase currents for the next time step. "Drivel" and "Ddve2" SubVIs

supply the inputs for "Motorl" and "Motor2" SubVI respectively. The function of

"Compl" and "Comp2" is to compensate the simulated three-phase current by using

sep

2
Drive

2
Vdc

Drive
1

cuÍent

motor
'1

link
curfent
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the information from the DC link current. In the case of the set of the f,rrst motor

SubVIs, the simulated three-phase currents are not compensated. The both DC link

current inputs of "Compl" SubVI are the simulated DC link current value from

"Drive1" SubVL In the case of the second motor SubVIs, the simulated three-phase

currents are compensated by using the DC link current value from the experimental

data. Therefore, one from two DC link inputs of "Comp2" SubVI is the value of DC

link current from the experimental data and the other DC link input is the value of the

DC link current from "Drive2" SubVL

As illustrated in Fig.5.3, the program starts by reading the status of the switching

signals, the DC link current and the DC link voltages from a file that store the data in

the spreadsheet file format. Then these data arc used to separate the parameters in the

Subvl named "Sep Sigs". The detail of "Sep sigs" SubVI is shown in Appendix A-3.

The outputs of this SubVI are linked to three main Subvls, "Vdc", "Drivel" and

"Drive2". "Vdc" SubVI is used to condition the DC link voltage to be used in the

algorithm. The detail of "vdc" SubVI is shown in Appendix A-3. The DC link

voltage from this VI, the DC link voltage, and the switching signals from "Sep Sigs"

Subvl are linked to "Drivel" and "Drive2" SubVI. Then, "Drivel" and "Drive2"

calculate the DC link current and outputs the data for supplying the current

compensation SubVI, "Compl" and "Comp2" consequently. The output terminal

voltages and the DC link voltage from "Drivel" and "Ddve2" are provided to the

SubVI named "Motorl" and "Motor2" respectively.

5.4 Experimental Results

Two sets of experimental results were obtained and presented in this section:

tapezoidal current excitation (Fig.5.4 and Fig.5.5) and sinusoidal current excitation

(Fig.5.6 and Fig.5.7). In each set, the motor drive is operated at two different speeds,

50 Hz and25 Hz, and the current reconstruction algorithm was executed off-line.

F'ig.5.4 (a) shows the three-phase motor current while operating at 50 Hz. The

current control mode in this test was hysteresis current control and rectangular current

excitation. Fig.5.4 (b) illustrates the reconstructed current waveforms without

compensation, which means that the currents were reconstructed by using the
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switching signals only. The reconshucted currents after the cuffent compensation

were given in Fig.5.4 (c) and were obtained by using the switching signals and the

DC link current. As seen in Fig.S.4(b), the reconstructed currents without

compensation had no transient at zero current levels. However, it was observed that

the magnitude of the currents increases over the time when compared with Fig5.4(c).

The corresponding DC link current waveforms without and with current

compensation were given in Fig.5.4 (d). It was observed in these figures that the

measured DC link current waveforms (above trace) had noises. In addition, the

magnitude change of the current without the current compensation was also observed

on the estimated DC link current (middle trace in Fig.s.a(d)).

The test results of the trapezoidal current excited motor drive at low speed (25H2)

were given in Fig.5.5. The results in this test were presented in the same order as

Fig.5.4.

It should be noted here that, in this mode of operation, the current was limited by the

back emf waveform and hence did not reach the level set by the current controller.

The zero current level transients are also observed on the DC link currents that was

compensated as shown in Fig.5.5(c). Similarly, the DC link currents without and with

the current compensation are given in Fig.5.5 (d).
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Figure 5.4 Test results at a speed of 50 Hz with the rectangular current excitation of

the motor drive: (a) Measured three-phase currents, (b) Reconstructed three-phase

currents without the DC link current compensation, (c) Reconstructed three-phase

currents with the DC link current compensation, (d) Measured DC link current, the

reconstructed DC link current without and with the DC link current compensation
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Figure 5.5 Test results at a speed of 25 Hz with the rectangular current excitation of

the motor drive: (a) Measured three-phase currents, (b) Reconstructed three-phase

currents without the DC link cunent compensation, (c) Reconstructed three-phase

currents with the DC link current compensation, (d) Measured DC link current, the

reconstructed DC link current without and with the DC link current compensation
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As indicated above, the second set of the test results was obtained by using the

sinusoidal cunent excitation in the motor drive. The current reconstruction algorithm

was performed, which was based on the measured data and the identical set of results

to the earlier test were illustrated in Fig.5.6. Fig.5.6(a) shows the three-phase

measured currents of the BLPM motor operating a speed at 50 Hz, sinusoidal

excitation. Fig.5.6(b) and Fig.5.6(c) illustrate the reconstructed three-phase currents

without and with the DC link current compensation respectively. As seen in Fig.5.6

(b), the magnitude of the current increases over time if the current compensation was

not performed. However, some switching transients were observed after the

compensation was introduced. (Fig.5.6(c)).

It should be emphasised here that the measured DC link current waveforms could not

have such fast current transients and negative currents (Fig.5.6(d) above trace).

These were due to the proximity effect of the switches onto the current transducers

used to measure the real currents in the experimental setup.

The results given in Fig.5.7 were similar to the operating settings explained in

Fig.5.6. However, the speed of the motor drive was set to 25 Hz, in this case, the

current control was not achieved but the current was limited by the back emf voltage.

Two important conclusions in these tests were that the magnitudes of the

reconstructed currents were significantly less than the real current. In addition,

significant phase delay was observed on the reconstructed current values. As reported

in Section 5.1, it is believed that these discrepancies might be due to the inaccurate

values of the motor parameters and the impacts of the measurement errors in the

setup.
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Figure 5.6 Test results at a speed of 50 Hz with the sinusoidal current excitation of

the motor drive: (a) Measured three-phase currents, (b) Reconstructed three-phase

currents without the DC link current compensation, (c) Reconstructed three-phase

currents with the DC link current compensation, (d) Measured DC link current, the

reconstructed DC link current without and with the DC link current compensation
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Figure 5.7 Test results at a speed of 25 Hz with the sinusoidal current excitation of

the motor drive: (a) Measured three-phase currents, (b) Reconstructed three-phase

currents without the DC link current compensation, (c) Reconstructed three-phase

currents with the DC link cuLrent compensation, (d) Measured DC link current, the

reconstructed DC link current without and with the DC link current compensation
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5.5 Conclusion

The chapter has presented the experimenal diagram, hardware connection, and the

real data measured from the real motor drive that can implement various control

schemes, including the rectangular current and sinusoidal current excitation, which

effectively cover all brushless PM motor types. In this experiment, the off-line data

was been used to perform the confirmation of the current reconstruction algorigthm.

The data was acquired by a fast DAQ system.

The test results provided here illustrate that the reconstruction of the phase currents

could be achieved under some excitations and operating conditions of the motor drive.

However, this is very much depended upon the accuracy of the used motor model.

Moreover, at low speed operation under sinusoidal excitation, the results of the

current reconstruction might not be acceptable in close-loop real drive because the

magnitude and phase of the reconstructed currents were error. Therefore, the

algorithm of the current compensation might be improved in the future.
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Chapter VI

Conclusions and Suggestions

6.1 Conclusions

The Brushless Permanent Magnet (BLPM) motor is a popular motor configuration

because of its benefits, which are lightweight, small size, high efficiency and low

maintenance. Since the shape and the magnitude of the phase currents are the key to

control the motor torque, the motor drive requires the values of the three-phase

currents to feedback to the controller. Normally, two types of current sensors are used

to measure the values of the currents: low-value resistor and Hall-Effect device. Due

to the power loss in the resistor method, it is not preferred. In addition this method

does not provide electrical isolation. Hall-Effect device, however, is expensive.

Moreover, at least 2 current sensors are required in a star connected motor to measure

the three-phase currents. This research investigated an alternative current detection

technique and recommended a method to use a single current sensor. In the method,

the DC link current of the inverter was measured and the three-phase currents wete

reconstructed by using the switching signals of the inverter.

A nunrber of literatures were surveyed and it was iclentified that there are 2 main

methods to analyse the relationship between the DC link current and the three-phase

currents: Voltage Space Vector method and Switching State Analysis method. It was

found that the Voltage Space Vector method could be used effectively only in the

PV/M current control method. Therefore, to cover the various control techniques,

Switching State Analysis was used in this research. Switching State Analysis method

revealed that there were possible 351 switching states in a practical three-phase

inverter, which were obtained by multiplying 27 switching patterns with 13 current

direction patterns.

The motor simulator was investigated, which was used to generate the values of the

simulated three-phase currents. It was believed that the motor simulator could yield

the values of the three-phase currents near the values of the three-phase currents of the

real motor. However, it was recognised that the values of the three-phase currents
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from the motor simulator cannot be exactly equal to the real motor due to the

inaccuracies in modelling.

The simulation algorithm was written in LabVIEW, and identical motor drive

parameters were used in the calculations, which were measured from the actual motor

drive. However, when the DC link current from the motor is not equal to the

measured DC link current from the real motor, it was assumed that the three-phase

currents of the motor simulator were not equal to the three-phase currents of the real

motor. Therefore, the three-phase currents in the motor simulator were compensated.

In addition, artificial noise was introduced and the original DC link current estimated

by the simulator was altered. Although the simulation results were satisfactory, it was

found that the sinusoidal current operation could not tolerate a high level ofnoise that

is about 15% of the amplitude of the DC link current.

Following the simulation study, the real DC link current from the experimental setup

was used in the current reconstruction algorithm. It was observed in this study that

the results of the current reconstruction using the real data were not as accutate as the

computer simulation. It was believed that this was mainly due to measurement errors,

high level of noise in the practical system, modelling inaccuracies and in accurate

current compensation. In addition, as stated above, the noise in the real DC link

current data might be higher Íhan l5%o of the amplitude of the DC link current.

Therefore, this could cause the reconstructed three-phase currents to be distorted

significantly. Furthermore, the concept of the compensation reinforced the noise

adding to the reconstructed three-phase currents, which effectively made the

amplitude of the noise double.

Chapter 2 described the general information about the BLPM motor. Though the

BLPM motor was expensive when compared with the other types of motors, it was

required in high efficient and maintenance free work. The mathematical model,

voltage equation, back emf voltage equation and torque equation, which were

provided, were used to explain to concept of torque generation and also used in the

computer simulation. The equations showed the torque of the BLPM motor depended

on three-phase currents. Therefore, to control the motor is to control the phase
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currents. This chapter also investigated the inverter circuit and the current conduction

status: commutation and conduction, which were used in the simulator, The chapter

included some explanations about the current control techniques: Hysteresis and

PWM. The switching patterns generated in these methods were also studied.

The purpose of Chapter 3 was to analyse the current measurement methods and the

switching states of the inverter. Firstly, types, benefits and drawbacks of the practical

current sensors were described, and the single current sensor that could be used in

practical motor systems are identified.

Chapter 3 also contained a comprehensive literature survey that was focused on the

minimum number of current sensors and current reconstruction techniques. The

chapter highlighted two current reconstruction techniques that were based on the DC

link cunent measurement: Voltage Space Vector and Switching State Analysis. It

was observed that the Voltage Space Vector method was obtained by the analysis of

only the PWM current control. The method was limited to 8 switching pattems in

PWM current control, and it cannot be applied to the Hysteresis current control.

However, Switching State Analysis method can be utilised to identify the status of the

inverter circuit directly. The investigation of this method revealed that both PWM

and Hystersis current control can be used. However, not all of the switching states

were covered in this method. In this chapter, the analysis of the switching state was

done to cover all possible switching states in a three-phase inverter, and then the

Switching State Analysis method was chosen in this study to reconstruct the phase

currents from the DC link current.

The complete motor drive simulation was explained and some selected results were

presented in Chapter 4, The layout of the Motor simulator consisted of two major

block of the motor program: Master Motor and Motor Model. The parameters in both

systems were identical and identical set of the switching signals were used. This

arrangement allowed us to perform very flexible simulation study. The details of the

program of the both motor systems and the functions of the SubVIs in the main

progtam were also described in the chapter. A number of simulation results from

Master Motor showed that the Master Motor program could be used to accurately

generate the waveforms of the phase currents, the back emf voltage, the torque, and
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the speed of the BLPM motor. After that the relationship of the inverter currents and

the DC link current was described that the absolute value of the DC link current was

equal to the absolute value of one of the three-phase currents. Moreover, the number
of the phase current and the direction of the DC link current could be calculated.

Then, the compensation method of the current reconstruction was explained. The DC
link values from Master Motor and Motor Model were compared. If the both of the
DC link current were not equal, the phase currents of Motor Model were adjusted by

using the value of the DC link current from Master Motor. A number of the

simulation results of the adjusted phase currents from Motor Model were also given.

It demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed method under the influence of noise.

To validate the simulation results, the data from the real motor drive were obtained

and presented in Chapter 5. The experimental setup used in this section was

explained' As explained in the chapter, clue to the limitation of the hardware, the

switching signals were not measured, which were obtained by using the measured

currents and voltages in the inverter. The real data of the DC link current and the

switching signals were saved into a data file, and the reconstruction of the phase

currents was performed by using this off-line data. The results indicated that the

method described and implemented in this study provided the prediction of the phase

current satisfactorily. However, due to the high level of noise and inaccurate

measurements, some operating conditions did not provide satisfactory results as

mentioned in the chapter.

6.2 Suggestions

As demonstrated in the thesis, the reconstruction of the phase currents can be

achieved by using the switching signals and only one current sensor on the DC link.
However, some additional measures are required to use the method in the real motor

drive' Firstly, to reduce the distortion on the reconstructed currents, it is suggested

that the measurement system should be carefully designed to minimise the noise, and

the current compensation method should be improved for more accurate

compensation' It is also suggested that the impact of inverter switching noise can be

eliminated by using Fuzzy Logic that can separate the real signals from the noise
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component. Although filtering may reduce such noise, the degradation of the real

signal and phase shift introduced by filter are not desirable in current measurement.

Secondly, the current compensation section of the algorithm requires modification

and further study. The impact of the noise is very significant specially when the DC

link current has high noise. Therefore, the compensation module should be altered to

compensate the DC link current and the correct phase, not the other two phases.

However, a method should be developed to balance the three-phase currents.

Finally, a more accurate motor model is required for the accurate reconstruction of the

currents. An accurate motor model may include the influence of the winding currents

onto the resistance, the inductance and the back emf constant of the phase winding.

In addition, the speed of the motor can be included to improve the operation of the

method at a low speed of the motor drive.
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Appendices

A-1 The detailed analysis of the switching state

Table A-1 shows the switching pattern, the current direction, the conducting devices,

the phase number, of which the current amplitude is equal to the amplitude of the DC

link cunent, and the phase number, of which the current amplitude is equal to the

amplitude of the circulating current.

Definition of the abbreviation

In the first three columns, Sp 1 , Sp2 and Sp3 are the switching pattern. Sp 1 indicates

which the power switch of phasel is turned on. U in Spl column means Tl is turned

on and L in Spl column means T4 is turned on. Sp2 indicates which the power switch

of phase2 is turned on. U in Sp2 column means T3 is turned on and L in Sp2 column

means T6 is turned on. Sp3 indicates which the power switch of phase3 is turned on.

U in Sp3 column means T5 is turned on and L in Sp3 column means T2 is turned on.

In the next three columns, il, i2 and i3 are the current directions. il indicates the

direction of the phasel current; i2 indicates the direction of phase2 current; i3

indicates the direction of phase3 current. + in each column means the phase current

flows from the inverter circuit to the motor and - means the phase current flows from

the motor to the inverter circuit,

Cpl, Cp2 and Cp3 indicate the conducting devices in phasel, phase2 and phase3

respectively. SU means the upper power switch of that phase is conducting. SL

means the lower switch of that phase is conducting. DU means the upper diode of

that phase is conducting. DL means the lower diode of that phase is conducting.

In DC link column, the number indicates the number of phase of which the absolute

amplitude current is equal to the absolute amplitude current of the DC link current. In

case "0" means there is no DC link current.
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In circulate column, the number indicates the number of phase which the absolute

amplitude current is equal to the absolute amplitude current of circulating current in

the inverter circuit. "0" means there is no circulating current in that switching state.
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a
J0Dr.Sr.Sr-+0

J0DrSr.Sr.+
20SrDrSr.+
20SrDrSr.0+
10DrDrSr.++

a
J0D¡SrSr.+0

00SrSrSr.000

20S¡D¡Sr+0

10SrSrDr+
10Sr.Sr.Dr-0+
20Dr.Sr.Dr++
I0Sr.Sr.Dr.0+

a
J0SrDr.Dr.++LLL
I0SuSuDu+0

aJ0Sul)r rDu+
20DuSuDu+
10SuSlDu0+
10SUSuDU++
20Sr;DuSU+0

00SuSuSu000

J0DuSuSu+0

10DuDuSu+
20SuDuSu0+
20SUDuSu++
J0DUSuSl0+

a
J0DuSuSU++UUU
01Dr.Du+0

0JDr.DuDu+
02DuDr.Du+
0IDr.Du0+
01DrDr.Du++
02DrDu+0

00000
0

a
JDuD¡+0

01DuDuD¡+
02DuDr0+
02Dr.DuDr.++
0

a
JDuDr0+

0JDUDrDr++000

circulateDC linkcp3cp2cpli3i2i1Sp3sp2Sp1
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Table A-1 Switching state, conducting device, DC link number and circulate number
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Table A-1 Switching state, conducting device, DC link number and circulate number

(continued)

a
J0SuDu+0

aJ0SrrDuDy+
02DuDrDLI+
J2SuDrDU0+
32SuDlDu++
J0SuDU+0

00SU000

0JDUDr+0

01DUDuDr.+
J1SuDUDr-0+

a
J1SuDuDr.++
0JDuDr.0+
0JDuDr.Dr++Uoo
2â

JDr.SuDu+0

0aJDr.DuDu+
20SuDU+
20DrSuDU0+
2JDrSuDu++
02Du+0

00Su000

20DuSu+0

01DuDuDr.+
02DuDr.0+
02Dr.DlDr++
21DuS¡Dr0+
21DuSuDr++oUo
01DrDLI+0

0JDlDuDu+
02DuDlDu+
01DrDu0+
01Dr.Dr.Du++
1JDr.DuSu+0

00Sl000

12DuDrSu+0

10DuDySu+
10DUSU0+
1JD¡DuSu++
10DUSrr0+
12DuDr.Su++ooU

circulateDC linkCp3Cp2cpli312i1sp3Sp2Spl
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Table A-1 Switching state, conducting device, DC link number and circulate number

(continued)

01DrDu+0

0JDrDuDu+
J1SrDr.Du+
J1SrDrDu0+
01DrDrDu++
02DrDu+0

00Sr000

a
J0Sr+0

aJ2SrDUD¡+
J2SrDLJDl0+
02DrDuDr-++
J0Sr.Dr.0+
J0Sr.Dr.Dr.++Loo
21Dr.Sr.Du+0

21DrSr.Du+
02DlDrDu+
01DrDu0+
01DrD¡DU++
20DrSr+0
00Sr000

0JDuDr.+0

2JDuSr.Dr.+
20Sr.Dr0+
20DrSrDr++
2a

JDUSrDr0+
0

a
JDUD¡D¡++oLo

10DrSu+0

12DrDuSu+
Ia

JDuDr-Su+
I0Dr-Su0+
10Dr.Dr.Su++
12DrDuSu+0

00Su000

1JDUD¡SU+0

01DuDuDl+
02DuDr0+
02DrDrrDr++
0JDuDr.0+
0IJDuDrDr,++ooL

circulateDC linkCp3Cp2Cp1i3i2i1Sp3sp2sp1
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Table A-1 Switching state, conducting device, DC link number and circulate number

(continued)

10SuSuDU+0

J0SUD¡Du+
20DuSuDu+
10SUSUD¡0+
10SrrSuDu++
J0SuDu+0

00SuSu000

20DuSu+0

01DuDuDr+
3ISuDuDr0+
J1SuDuDr++
21DuSuDr0+
21DUSrrDr++UUo
J0SuDU+0

J0SuDuDy+
02DuDlDu+
J2SuDl.Du0+
J2SuDr.Du++
20SuDuSu+0

00SuSu000

12DuDrSu+0

I0DuDuSu+
20SuDUSU0+
20SuDUSu++
10DuSu0+
12DuDr.Su++LIoII
2a

JDr.SuDu+0

0JDrDuDu+
20DuSuDu+
20SuDU0+
2JDrSuDu++
IJDrDuSu+0

00SuSu000

J0DuSuSu+0

10DuDuSu+
10DuSu0+
1-tDrDlSu++
30D¡SuSU0+

a
J0DuSuSu++oUU

circulateDC linkcP3Cp2cpli312i1sp3Sp2Sp1
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Table A-1 Switching state, conducting device, DC link number and circulate number

(continued)

2IDrSr.DuI
¡0

21DrSr.Du+

a
J1SrDr.Du+

aJ1SrDr.Du0+
01DrDrDu++
20D¡Sr+0
00SrSr000

J0SrD¡Ì
I0

10SrSrDrI

10SrS¡Dr0+
20DrSrDr++
10Sr.SrD¡0+
J0Sr.Dr.Dl++LLo
10Dr.Sr+0
12Dr.DuSr-+
20Sr.Dr.Sr.+
20SrDrSr.0+
I0D¡DrSr.++
12DlDuSr.+0
00SrSr.000
20SrD¡Sr+0
J2Sr.DuD¡+
J2Sr.DuDr0+
02DrDuDr++
Ĵ0SrDr.0+
J0SrDrDr.++LoL
J0D¡SrSr.+0

J0DlSrSr+
1

a
JDuDrSr+

10D¡Sr0+
10Dr.DrSr++
J0Dr.SrSr+0
00SlS¡000
1JDuDr-Sr+0
2JDuSr.Dl+
20Sr.Dr0+
20DrSr.Dr.++
2JDuSrDr0+
0JDuDr-D¡++oLL

circulateDC linkCp3cp2cp1i312i1sp3Sp2Sp1
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Table A-1 Switching state, conducting device, DC link number and circulate number

(continued)

0JSUSr+0

21SuDUSr+
1

a
JDuDrSr+

2a
JSuD¡Sr0+

2JSuDrSr-++
21SuDuSr.+0

01
-)SuSr.000

1JDuDr.Sr+0

0IDuDuDr+
Ĵ1SuDuDr0+
J1SuDuDr++
0a

JDuDl0+
0a

JDuDrD¡++UoL

a
J2Dr.SuSl+0

12DrD¡Sr+
J1DuSuSr+
02SuSr.0+
J2DlSrrSr.++
12D¡DuSr.+0

02SuSr000

J1DuSuSrI0

0IDuDUDr+
02DuDl0+
02DrDuDr.++
21DuSuDr.0+
21DuSrrDr.++oUL
21Dr-Sr.Du+0

21Dr-Sr.Du+
02DuDr.Du+
01DrDu0+
0IDrDlDU++
21DrSlSu+0

01Sr-Sl000

I2DuDr.Su+0

J2DuSr.Su+
01Sr.Su0+
J1Dr.SrSuI+
12DuSrSU0+
12DLJDrSu++oLU

circulateDC linkcp3Cp2Cpli312i1sp3sp2sp1
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Table A-1 Switching state, conducting device, DC link number and circulate number
(continued)

12SuSrDu+0
12SuS¡Du+
02DUDrDU+
J2SUDrDU0+
a
J2SuD¡Du++
0JSuSr+0
0JSuSr000
0

aJDuD¡+0
2JDuSrDr.+
IJSUSrD¡0+
1

aJSUSr.D¡++
2JDySr.D¡0+
0JDuDrD¡I+ULo
2JDrSuDU+0
0JDrDyD¡+
IJSr.

SU

SUDu+
1JSr.Du0+
2a

JD¡SuDU++
02D¡Du+0
02SrSu000
02S¡S¡+0
J2SrDuDr+
J2SrDyDr0+
02Dr-DUDr++
12Sr.SUDr.0+
12SrSuDr.++LUo
01D¡DU+0
0JD¡DuDU+
aJ1SrD¡Du+
-t1Sr.D¡Du0+
0IDrDr-Du++
1

aJD¡DuSU+0
01S¡Sy000
2ISr-DrSu+0
2

a
JSr.DUSu+

2JSrDuSrr0+
IJDlDuSu++
01Sr.Su0+
21SrDr-Su++LoU

circulateDC linkcp3cp2cp1i3i2i1sp3Sp2Sp1
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Table A-1 Switching state, conducting device, DC link number and circulate number

(continued)

0JSuSrSr.+0
0JSuSrSr.+
IJDuD¡Sr+
2JSrrD¡Sr0+
2

a
JSuD¡Sr++

0JSuS¡Sr+0
03SuSrS¡000
1JDuDr.Sr+0
2JDuSr.D¡+
2JSuSr.Dr-0+
2JSUSrDr.++
2JDuSrDr0+
0

a
JDuDrDr++ULL

J2Dr.SuSr+0
I2Dr.DuSr+
02Sr.SuSr+
02Sr.SUSr0+
J2Dr.SuSr++
12Dr.DuSr+0
02SrSuSr000
02SrSuSr+0
J2S¡DuDr.+

a
J2Sr.DUDr.0I

¡

02Dr.DuD¡++
I2Sr.SuD¡0+
12Sr.Suf)r++LUL
2IDrSr.DU+0
21D¡SrDu+
J1Sr.D¡Du+

aJISr.DrDU0+
01DrDr.Du

+
++

0 aJ1DrS¡Su
0ISr.SrSu000
21SrDr.Su+0
01SlSrSu+
01Sr.SrSu0+

a
J1Dr.Sr.SU++
0ISrSrSu0+
21SrDr.Su++LLU

circulateDC linkcp3Cp2Cpli312i1sp3Sp2sp1
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2aJDrSuDu+0

0JDrDuDu+
1-tSrSuDu+
1

a
JSrSuDU0+

2a
JD¡SuDy++

1
aJD¡DUSu+0

0JSrSuSu000

0
a
JSrSuSU+0

2a
JSrDuSu+

2JSrDuSu0+
1JDr.Dr;Su++
0

aJSr.SuSu0+
03Sr.SuSu++LUU
12SuSrDu+0

12SuSrDu+
02DUD¡DU+
32SuDrDu0+

aJ2SuDr.Du++
02SuSrSu+0

02SuSrSu000

12DuDrSu+0

J2DuSrSu+
02SuSrSu0+
02SuSrSu++
J2DuSrSu0+
12DuDr.Su++ULU
01SuSuSr.+0

21SuDuSr+
J1DUSuSr+
01SuSuSr0+
01SuSr;Sr-++
21SuDuSr.+0

01SuSuSr000

aJ1D¡SuSr+0

01DuDuDr+
J1SuDuDr.0+
J1SuDuDr++
21DuSlDr0+
2IDuSuDr++UUL

circulateDC linkCp3Cp2Cpli3i2i1sp3sp2Sp1
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Table A-1 Switching state, conducting device, DC link number and circulate number
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^-Z 
The details in the block diagram

of the motor simulation program

In this research, the motor simulated program from LabVIEW program is used. Some

of the programs were explained in Chapteú. The detail of the block diagram of each

SubVI is shown in this appendix.

PID SUbVI

Figure ,4'.1 Block diagram of PID SUbVI

Chg point SubVI

f=-l
l5¿ltr dr

t{

¿=kp.e+(xi+ki"dt-eJ;
y=[z> LJ?L: Iz< -LJ?-L: z;
y1 =[z> L]?L:Iz< -L]?-L: z-kp.e;

L

fue

ameters

ameters

Figure 4.2 Block diagram of Chg point SubVI



Current Control SubVI

ñ[rvail

¡ef.
cuf

¡ef.
cuf

ref.
cuÍ

ef

0: fi+dt"kÞ-e;

sðw
tooth

Figure 4.3 Block diagram of Current Control SubVI
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o and rpm SubVI

TPS SubVI

Emf SubVI

E

Figure 4.4 Block diagram of r¡ and rpm SubVI

Figure 4.5 Block diagram of TPS SUbVI

Figure 4.6 Block diagram of Emf SubVI

i

I

e1 =[pe==0J?0:(pe< =pyl61?(6/py)'pe:
fpe<=5-py/6)?1:
(pe<=7-pyi 6J?6tpy.{pe.pyJ:

f 
pe<=1 1'py/6ì?.1 : 6/py.tpe'2.pyl;
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Torque SubVI

Speed SUbVI

Figure 4.7 Block diagram of Torque SubVI

Figure 4.8 Block diagram of Speed SubVI

el

1

e

T e=[Te'l+Te2+Te3];

el

4.i3:e3.i3/w;
e2"i2/w

1.il/w;T

T

T

Te

w2=wl +dt.[T e-T lJ/J;

tl7
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Position SubVI

lÞãEEt'l

Figure A..9 Block diagram of Position SubVI

pout = [pol>
IPot<=-pa]?

=paJ? Pot-pa:
pa+PoLPoU

Pot=Pin+P*v*dtj
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Terminal Voltage SUbVI

il

True

^

E

G

E

-Jr

E

Figure 4.10 Block diagram of Terminal Voltage SubVI
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DC link SubVI

Þcl.--a*;ttl

Figure 4.11 Block diagram of DC link SubVI
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Appendix A-2

Comp SubVI

Error SubVI

Figure 4.12 Detail in the block diagram of Comp SubVI

Figure 4.13 Detail in the block diagram of Error SubV
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A-3 The details in the main block diagram

of the program to reconstruct the phase current using

the experimental data

Some of the details of the main block diagram of the program reconstruct the phase

currents are shown here. The details of "Sep Sigs" SubVI, "Vdc" SubVI, and

"Compl" or "Comp2" SubVI

Sep Sigs SubVI

array input

switching signals
Vphase
DC link cunent
Vdc
boundary of data
Þhase cullents

Figure A.l4 Input and output parameter of Sep Sigs SubVI



Appendix a-3

Vdc SubVI

Figure 4.15 Detail in the block diagram of Sep Sigs SubVI

parameters input

Vdc
parameters output

Figure 4.16 Input and output of Vdc SubVI
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Appendix a-3

Figure 4.17 Detail in the block diagram of Vdc SubVI
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